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Abstract
Optimization problems with rank constraints arise in many applications, including matrix
regression, structured PCA, matrix completion and matrix decomposition problems. An attrac-
tive heuristic for solving such problems is to factorize the low-rank matrix, and to run projected
gradient descent on the nonconvex factorized optimization problem. The goal of this problem
is to provide a general theoretical framework for understanding when such methods work well,
and to characterize the nature of the resulting fixed point. We provide a simple set of conditions
under which projected gradient descent, when given a suitable initialization, converges geomet-
rically to a statistically useful solution. Our results are applicable even when the initial solution
is outside any region of local convexity, and even when the problem is globally concave. Work-
ing in a non-asymptotic framework, we show that our conditions are satisfied for a wide range
of concrete models, including matrix regression, structured PCA, matrix completion with real
and quantized observations, matrix decomposition, and graph clustering problems. Simulation
results show excellent agreement with the theoretical predictions.
1 Introduction
There are a variety of problems in statistics and machine learning that require estimating a matrix
that is assumed—or desired—to be low-rank. For high-dimensional problems, the low-rank property
is is useful as a form of regularization, and also can lead to more interpretable results in scientific
settings. Low-rank matrix estimation can be formulated as a nonconvex optimization problem
involving a cost function, measuring the fit to the data, along with a rank constraint. Even when
the cost function is convex—such as in the ubiquitous case of least-squares fitting—solving a rank-
constrained problem can be computationally difficult, with many interesting special cases known to
have NP-hard complexity in the worst-case setting. However, statistical settings lead naturally to
random ensembles, in which context such complexity concerns have been assuaged to some extent
by the use of semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxations. These SDP relaxations are based on
replacing the nonconvex rank constraint with a convex constraint based on the trace/nuclear norm.
For many statistical ensembles of problems, among them multivariate regression, matrix completion
and matrix decomposition, such types of SDP relaxations have been shown to have near-optimal
performace (e.g., see the papers [18, 54, 51, 50, 22, 42] and references therein). Although in theory,
any SDP can be solved to  accuracy in polynomial-time [52], the associated computational cost is
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often too high in practice. Letting d denote the dimension of the matrix, it can be as high as d6
using standard interior point methods [11, 52]; such a scaling is not practical for many real-world
applications involving high-dimensional matrices. More recent work has developed algorithms that
are specifically tailored to certain classes of SDPs; however, even such specialized algorithms require
at least d2 time, since solving the SDP involves optimizing over the space of d× d matrices.
In practice, researchers often resort instead to heuristic methods that directly optimize over
the space of low-rank matrices, using iterative algorithms such as alternating minimization, power
iteration, expectation maximization (EM) and projected gradient descent. Letting r denote the
rank, these factorized optimization problems live in an O(rd) dimensional space, as opposed to the
O(d2) space of the original problem. Such heuristic methods are quite effective in practice for some
problems, but sometimes can also suffer from local optima. These intriguing phenomena motivate a
recent and evolving line of work on understanding such iterative methods in the low-rank space. As
we discuss in detail below, recent work has studied some of these algorithms in a number of specific
settings. A natural question then arises: is there a general theory for understanding when low-rank
iterative methods will succeed?
In this paper, we make progress on this general question by focusing on projected gradient
descent in the low-rank space. We characterize a general set of conditions that govern the compu-
tational and statistical properties of the solutions, and then specialize this general theory to obtain
corollaries for a broad range of problems. In more detail, suppose that we write a rank-r matrix
M ∈ Rd×d in its factorized form F⊗F = FF>, where F ∈ Rd×r, and consider projected gradient
descent methods in the variable F . The matrix quadratic form F⊗F makes the problem inherently
nonconvex, and in many cases, the problem is not even locally convex. Nevertheless, our theory
shows that given a suitable initialization, projected gradient descent converges geometrically to
a statistically useful solution, under conditions that are much more general than convexity. Our
results are applicable even when the initial solution is outside any region of local convexity, or
when the problem is globally concave. Each iteration of projected gradient descent typically takes
time that is linear in dr, the degrees of freedom of a low-rank matrix, as well as in the input size.
Therefore, by directly enforcing low-rankness, our method simultaneously achieves two goals: we
not only attain statistical consistency in the high-dimensional regime, but also gain computational
advantages over convex relaxation methods that lift the problem to the space of d× d matrices.
For this approach to be relevant, an equally important question is when the above conditions for
convergence are satisfied. We verify these conditions for a broad range of statistical and machine
learning problems, including matrix sensing, matrix completion in both its standard and one-bit
forms, sparse principal component analysis (SPCA), graph clustering, and matrix decomposition
or robust PCA. For each of these problems, we show that a suitable initialization can be obtained
efficiently using simple methods, and the projected gradient descent approach has sample complexity
and statistical error bounds that are comparable (and sometimes better) to the best existing results
(which are often achieved by convex relaxation methods). Notably, our approach does not require
using fresh samples in each iteration—a heuristic known as sample splitting that is often used to
simplify analysis—nor does it involve the computation of multiple singular value decompositions
(SVDs).
Let us now put our contributions in a broader historical context. The seminal work in [12] studies
the problem of obtaining low-rank solutions to SDPs using gradient descent on the factor space.
Several subsequent papers aim to obtain rigorous guarantees for nonconvex gradient descent focused
on specific classes of matrix estimation problems. For instance, the recent papers [66, 58] study
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exact recovery in the setting of noiseless matrix sensing (i.e., solving linear matrix equalities with
random designs). Focusing on the rank-one setting, De et al. [25, 26] study the noiseless matrix
completion problem, and a stochastic version of nonconvex gradient descent; they prove global
convergence with a constant success probability, assuming independence between the samples used
by each iteration. The recent manuscript [57] studies several variants of nonconvex gradient descent
algorithms, again for noiseless matrix completion. Another line of work [17, 23] considers the phase
retrieval problem, which can be reformulated as recovering a rank one (r = 1) matrix from random
quadratic measurements. The regularity conditions imposed in this work bear some similarity with
our conditions, but their validation requires a very different analysis. An attractive feature of
phase retrieval is that it is known to be locally convex around the global optimum under certain
settings [55, 64].
The work in this paper develops a unified framework for analyzing the behavior of projected
gradient descent in application to low-rank estimation problems, covering many of the models
described above as well as various others. Our theory applies to matrices of arbitrary rank r, and is
framed in the statistical setting of noisy observations, allowing for noiseless observations as a special
case, When specialized to particular models, our framework yields a variety of corollaries providing
guarantees for concrete statistical models that have not been studied in the work above. Notably,
our general conditions do not depend on local convexity, and thus can be applied to models such
as sparse PCA and clustering in which no form of local convexity holds. (In fact, our results apply
even when the loss function is globally concave). In addition, we impose only a natural gradient
smoothness condition that is much less restrictive than the vanishing gradient condition imposed
in other work. Thus, one of the main contributions of this paper is to illuminate to weakest known
conditions under which nonconvex gradient descent can succeed, and also allows for applications to
several problems that lack local convexity and vanishing gradients.
It is also worth noting that other types of algorithms for nonconvex problems have also been
analyzed, including alternating minimization [37, 32, 34], EM algorithms [4, 63] and power meth-
ods [33], various hard-thresholding and singular value projection [36, 53, 38, 9], gradient descent for
nonconvex regression and spectrally sparse recovery problems [47, 61, 13], as well as gradient descent
on Grassmannian manifolds [40, 65]. Finally, there is a large body of work on convex-optimization
based approach to the concrete examples considered in this paper. We compare our statistical
guarantees with results of these types after the statements of each of our corollaries.
Notation: The i-th row and j-th column of a matrix Z are denoted by Zi· and Z·j , respectively.
The spectral norm |||Z|||op is the largest singular value of Z. The nuclear norm |||Z|||nuc is the sum
of the singular values of Z. For parameters 1 ≤ a, b ≤ ∞ and a matrix Z, the `a/`b norm of Z
is |||Z|||b,a =
(∑
i ‖Zi·‖ab
) 1
a—that is, the `a norm of the vector of the `b norms of the rows. Special
cases include the Frobenius norm |||Z|||F = |||Z|||2,2, the elementwise `1 norm ‖Z‖1 = |||Z|||1,1 and the
elementwise `∞ norm ‖Z‖∞ = |||Z|||∞,∞. For a convex set T , we use ΠT to denote the Euclidean
projection onto T .
2 Background
We begin by setting up the class of matrix estimators to be studied in this paper, and then providing
various concrete examples of specific models to which our general theory applies.
3
2.1 Matrix estimators in the factorized formulation
Letting Sd×d denote the space of all symmetric d-dimensional matrices, this paper focuses on a
class of matrix estimators that take the following general form. For a given sample size n ≥ 1, let
Ln : Sd×d → R be a cost function. It is a random function, since it depends (implicitly in our
notation) on the observed data, and the function value Ln(M) provides some measure of fit of the
matrix M to the given data. For a given convex set M ⊆ Sd×d, we then consider a minimization
problem of the form
min
M∈Sd×d
Ln(M) such that M  0 and M ∈M. (1)
The goal of solving this optimization problem is to estimate some unknown target matrix M∗.
Typically, the target matrix is a (near)-minimizer of the population version of the program—that
is, a solution to the same constrained minimization problem with Ln replaced by its expectation
L(M) = E[Ln(M)]. However, our theory does not require that M∗ minimizes this quantity, nor
that the gradient ∇L(M∗) vanish.
In many cases, the matrix M∗ either has low rank, or can be well-approximated by a matrix
of low rank. Concretely, if the target matrix M∗ has rank r < d, then it can be written in the
outer product form M∗ = F ∗⊗F ∗ for some other matrix F ∗ ∈ Rd×r with orthogonal columns.
This factorized representation motivates us to consider the function L˜n(F ) : = Ln(F⊗F ), and the
factorized formulation
min
F∈Rd×r
L˜n(F ) such that F ∈ F , (2)
where F is some convex set that contains F ∗, and for which the set {F⊗F | F ∈ F} acts as
a surrogate for M. Note that due to the factorized representation of the low-rank matrix, this
factorized program is (in general) nonconvex, and is typically so even if the original program (1) is
convex.
Nonetheless, we can apply a projected gradient descent method in order to compute an ap-
proximate minimizer. For this particular problem, the projected gradient descent updates take the
form
F t+1 = ΠF
(
F t − ηt∇L˜n(F t)
)
(3)
where ηt > 0 is a step size parameter, ΠF denotes the Euclidean projection onto the set F , and
the gradient1 is given by ∇L˜n(F ) =
[∇MLn(F⊗F ) + (∇MLn(F⊗F ))>]F . The main goal of this
paper is to provide a general set of sufficient conditions under which—up to a statistical tolerance
term εn—the sequence {F t}∞t=0 converges to some F ∗ such that F ∗⊗F ∗ = M∗.
A significant challenge in the analysis is the fact that there are many possible factorizations of
the form M∗ = F ∗⊗F ∗. In order to address this issue, it is convenient to define an equivalent class
of valid solutions as follows
E(M∗) : = {F ∗ ∈ Rd×r | F ∗⊗F ∗ = M∗, F ∗·i>F ∗·j = 0,∀i 6= j }. (4)
1This gradient takes the simpler form ∇L˜n(F ) = 2∇MLn(F⊗F )F whenever ∇Ln(F⊗F ) is symmetric, which is
the case in the concrete examples that we treat.
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For the applications of interest here, the underlying goal is to obtain a good estimate of any matrix
in the set E(M∗). In particular, such an estimate implies a good estimate of M∗ itself as well as
the column space and singular values of all the members of the class E(M∗). Accordingly, we define
the pseudometric
d(F, F ∗) : = min
F ∗∈E(M∗)
|||F − F ∗|||F. (5)
Note that all matrices F ∗ ∈ E(M∗) have the same singular values, so that we may write the singular
values σ1(F ∗) ≥ · · · ≥ σr(F ∗) > 0 as well as |||F ∗|||op and |||F ∗|||F without any ambiguity. In fact, this
invariant property holds more generally for any function of the sorted singular values and column
space of F ∗ (e.g., any unitarially invariant norm).
2.2 Illustrative examples
Let us now consider a few specific models to illustrate the general set-up from the previous section.
We return to demonstrate consequences of our general theory for these (and other) models in
Section 4.
2.2.1 Matrix regression
We begin with a simple example, namely one in which we make noisy observations of linear projec-
tions of an unknown low-rank matrix M∗ ∈ Sd×d. In particular, suppose that we are given n i.i.d.
observations {(yi, Xi)}ni=1 of the form
yi = trace(X
iM∗) + i for i = 1, . . . , n, (6)
and {i}ni=1 is some i.i.d. sequence of zero-mean noise variables. The paper [50] provides various
examples of such matrix regression problems, depending on the particular choice of the regression
matrices {Xi}ni=1.
Original estimator: Without considering computational complexity, a reasonable estimate of
M∗ would be based on minimizing the least-squares cost
Ln(M) : = 1
2n
n∑
i=1
(
yi − trace(XiM)
)2 (7)
subject to a rank constraint. However, this problem is computationally intractable in general due
to the nonconvexity of the rank function. A standard convex relaxation is based on the nuclear
norm |||M |||nuc : =
∑d
j=1 σj(M), corresponding to the sum of the singular values of the matrix. In
the symmetric PSD case, it is equivalent to the trace of the matrix. Using the nuclear norm as
regularizer leads to the estimator
min
M∈Sd×d
{ 1
2n
n∑
i=1
(
yi − trace(XiM)
)2} such that M  0 and |||M |||nuc ≤ R,
where R > 0 is a radius to be chosen. This is a special case of our general estimator (1) with Ln
being the least-squares cost (7), and the constraint setM = {M ∈ Sd×d | |||M |||nuc ≤ R}.
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Population version: Suppose that the noise variables i are i.i.d. zero-mean with variance σ2,
and the regression matrices {Xi}ni=1 are also i.i.d., zero-mean and such that E[trace(XiM)2] = |||M |||2F
for any matrix M . Under these conditions, an easy calculation yields that the population cost
function is given by L(M) = 12 |||M −M∗|||2F + 12σ2. For this particular case, note that M∗ is the
unique minimizer of the population cost.
Projected gradient descent: The factorized cost function is given by
L˜n(F ) = 1
2n
n∑
i=1
{
yi − trace
(
Xi(F⊗F )
}2
, (8)
and has gradient ∇L˜n(F ) = 2n
∑n
i=1(yi− trace
(
Xi(F⊗F ))(Xi)TF assuming each Xi is symmetric.
Setting F = Rd×r, the projected gradient descent updates (3) reduce to usual gradient descent—that
is,
F t+1 = F t − ηt∇L˜n(F t), for t = 0, 1, . . ..
We return to analyze these updates in Section 4.2.
2.2.2 Rank-r PCA with row sparsity
Principal component analysis is a widely used method for dimensionality reduction. For high-
dimensional problems in which d  n, it is well-known that classical PCA is inconsistent [39].
Moreover, minimax lower bounds show that consistent eigen-estimation is impossible in the absence
of structure in the eigenvectors. Accordingly, a recent line of work (e.g., [39, 3, 14, 6, 59, 10]) has
studied different forms of PCA with structured eigenvectors.
Here we consider one such form of structured PCA, namely a rank r model with row-wise
sparsity. For a given signal-to-noise ratio γ > 0 and an orthonormal matrix F ∗ ∈ Rd×r, consider a
covariance matrix of the form
Σ = γ
(
F ∗⊗F ∗)︸ ︷︷ ︸
M∗
+Id. (9)
By construction, the columns of F ∗ span the top rank-r eigenspace of Σ with the corresponding
maximal eigenvalues γ + 1. In the row-sparse version of this model [59], this leading eigenspace is
assumed to be supported on k coordinates—that is, the matrix F ∗ has at most k non-zero rows.
Given n i.i.d. samples {xi}ni=1 from the Gaussian distribution N(0,Σ), the goal of sparse PCA is
to estimate the sparse eigenspace spanned by F ∗.
Original estimator: A natural estimator is based on a semidefinite program, referred to as the
Fantope relaxation in the paper [60], given by
min
M∈Sd×d
0MId
{
− trace(Σ̂nM)
}
such that trace(M) ≤ r and ‖M‖1 ≤ R, (10)
where Σ̂n is the empirical covariance matrix, and R > 0 is a radius to be chosen. This is a special
case of our general set-up with Ln(M) = − trace(Σ̂nM) and
M : =
{
M ∈ Sd×d | 0 M  Id, trace(M) ≤ r and ‖M‖1 ≤ R
}
.
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Population version: Since E[Σ̂n] = Σ, the population cost function is given by
L(M) = E[Ln(M)] = − trace(ΣM).
Thus, by construction, for any radius R ≥ ‖F ∗⊗F ∗‖1, the matrix M∗ = F ∗⊗F ∗ is the unique
minimizer of the population version of the problem (10), subject to the constraint M ∈M.
Projected gradient descent: For a radius R˜ to be chosen, we consider a factorized version of
the SDP
L˜n(F ) : = −〈〈Σ̂n, F⊗F 〉〉, F : =
{
F ∈ Rd×r | |||F |||op ≤ 1, ‖F‖2,1 ≤ R˜
}
, (11)
where we recall that ‖F‖2,1 =
∑d
i=1 ‖Fi·‖2. This norm is the appropriate choice for selecting
matrices with sparse rows, as assumed in our initial set-up. We return in Section 4.3 to analyze the
projected gradient updates (3) applied to pair (L˜n,F) in equation (11).
As a side-comment, this example illustrates that our theory does not depend on local convexity
of the function L˜n. In this case, even though the original function Ln is convex (in fact, linear) in
the matrix M ∈ Sd×d, observe that that the function L˜n from equation (11) is never locally convex
in the low-rank matrix F ∈ Rd×r; in fact, since Σ̂n is positive semidefinite, it is a globally concave
function.
2.2.3 Low-rank and sparse matrix decomposition
There are various applications in which it is natural to model an unknown matrix as the sum of two
matrices, one of which is low-rank and the other of which is sparse. Concretely, suppose that we
make observations of the form Y = M∗+S∗+E where M∗ is low-rank, the matrix S∗ is symmetric
and elementwise-sparse, and E is a symmetric matrix of noise variables. Many problems can be
cast in this form, including robust forms of PCA, factor analysis, and Gaussian graphical model
estimation; see the papers [19, 1, 22, 20, 35] and references therein for further details on these and
other applications.
Original estimator: Letting Sj ∈ Rd denote the jth column of a matrix S ∈ Rd×d, define the
set of matrices S : = {S ∈ Rd×d | ‖Sj‖1 ≤ Rj for j = 1, 2, . . . , d}, where (R1, . . . , Rd) are user-
defined radii. Using the nuclear norm and `1 norm as surrogates for rank and sparsity respectively,
a popular convex relaxation approach is based on the SDP
min
M∈Sd×d
{1
2
min
S∈S
|||Y − (M + S)|||2F
}
subject to M  0 and |||M |||nuc ≤ R,
This is a special case of our general estimator with Ln(M) : = 12 minS∈S |||Y − (M + S)|||
2
F, and the
constraint setM : = {M ∈ Sd×d | |||M |||nuc ≤ R}.
Population version: In this case, the population function is given by
L(M) : = E
[1
2
min
S∈S
|||Y − (M + S)|||2F
}]
,
where the expectation is over the random noise matrix E. In general, we are not guaranteed that
M∗ is the unique minimizer of this objective, but our analysis shows that (under suitable conditions)
it is a near-minimizer, and this is adequate for our theory.
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Projected gradient descent: In this paper, we analyze a version of gradient descent that oper-
ates on the pair (L˜n,F) given by
L˜n(F ) = 1
2
min
S∈S
|||Y − ((F⊗F ) + S)|||2F, and F : =
{
F ∈ Rd×r | ‖F‖2,∞ ≤
√
2µ
d
|||F 0|||F
}
. (12)
Here F 0 is the initialization of the algorithm, and the parameter µ > 0 controls the matrix incoher-
ence. See Sections 4.1 and 4.6 for discussion of matrix incoherence parameters, and their necessity
in such problems. The gradient of L˜n takes the form
∇L˜n(F ) = 2
{
ΠS
(
Y − (F⊗F ))− (Y − (F⊗F ))}F,
where ΠS denotes projection onto the constraint set S. This projection is easy to carry it, as it
simply involves a soft-thresholding of the columns of the matrix. Likewise, the projection onto the
set F from equation (12) is easy to carry out. We return to analyze these projected gradient updates
in Section 4.6.
In addition to the three examples introduced so far, our theory also applies to various other
low-rank estimation problems, including that of matrix completion with real-valued observations
(Section 4.1) and binary observations (Section 4.5), as well as planted clustering problems (Sec-
tion 4.4).
3 Main results
In this section, we turn to the set-up and statement of our main results on the convergence properties
of projected gradient descent for low-rank factorizations. We begin in Section 3.1 by stating the
conditions on the function L˜n and F that underlie our analysis. In Section 3.2, we state a result
(Theorem 1) that guarantees sublinear convergence, whereas Section 3.3 is devoted to a result
(Theorem 2) that guarantees faster linear convergence under slightly stronger assumptions. In
Section 4 to follow, we derive various corollaries of these theorems for different concrete versions of
low-rank estimation.
Given a radius ρ > 0, we define the ball B2(ρ;F ∗) : =
{
F ∈ Rd×r | d(F, F ∗) ≤ ρ}. At a
high level, our goal is to provide conditions under which the projected gradient sequence {F t}∞t=0
converges some multiple of the ball B2(εn;F ∗), where εn > 0 is a statistical tolerance.
3.1 Conditions on the pair (L˜n,F)
Recall the definition of the set E(M∗) of equivalent orthogonal factorizations of a given matrix M∗.
We begin with a condition on F that guarantees that it respects the structure of this set.
M∗-faithfulness of F : For a radius ρ, the constraint set F is said to be M∗-faithful if for each
matrix F ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗), we guaranteed that
arg min
A∈E(M∗)
|||A− F |||F ⊆ F . (13)
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Of course, this condition is implied by the inclusion E(M∗) ⊆ F . The M∗-faithfulness condition is
natural for our setting, as our goal is to estimate the eigen structure of M∗, and the set F should
therefore represent prior knowledge of this structure and be independent of a specific factorization
of M∗.
Local descent condition: Our next condition provides a guarantee on the cost improvement that
can be obtained by taking a gradient step when starting from any matrix F that is “sufficiently” far
away from the set E(M∗).
Definition 1 (Local descent condition). For a given radius ρ > 0, curvature parameter α > 0 and
statistical tolerance εn ≥ 0, a cost function L˜n satisfies a local descent condition with parameters
(α, β, εn, ρ) over F if for each F ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗), there is some Fpi∗ ∈ arg min
A∈E(M∗)
|||A − F |||F such
that
〈〈∇L˜n(F ), F − F ∗〉〉 ≥ α|||F − Fpi∗ |||2F −
β2
α
|||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||2F − αε2n, ∀F ∗ ∈ E(M∗). (14)
In order to gain intuition for this condition, note that by a first-order Taylor series expansion,
we have L˜n(F )−L˜n(Fpi∗) ≈ 〈〈∇L˜n(F ), F − Fpi∗〉〉, so that this inner product measures the potential
gains afforded by taking a gradient step. Now consider some matrix F such that |||F−Fpi∗ |||F >
√
2εn,
so that its distance from E(M∗) is larger than the statistical precision. The lower bound (14) with
F ∗ = Fpi∗then implies that
L˜n(F )− L˜n(Fpi∗) ≈ 〈〈∇L˜n(F ), F − Fpi∗〉〉 ≥ α
2
|||F − Fpi∗ |||2F,
which guarantees a quadratic descent condition. Note that the condition (14) actually allows for
additional freedom in the choice of F ∗ so as to accommodate the non-uniqueness of the factorization.
One way in which to establish a bound of the form (14) is by requiring that L˜n be locally
strongly convex, and that the gradient ∇L˜n(Fpi∗) approximately vanishes. In particular, suppose
L˜n is 2α-strongly convex over the set F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗), in the sense that
〈〈∇L˜n(F )−∇L˜n(Fpi∗), F − Fpi∗〉〉 ≥ 2α|||F − Fpi∗ |||2F for all F ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗).
If we assume that |||∇L˜n(Fpi∗)|||F ≤ αεn, then some simple algebra yields that the lower bound (14)
holds.
However, it is essential to note that our theory covers several examples in which a lower
bound (14) of the form holds, even though L˜n fails to be locally convex, and/or the gradient
∇L˜n(Fpi∗) does not approximately vanish.2 Examples include the problem of sparse PCA, previ-
ously introduced in Section 2.2.2; in this case, the function L˜n is actually globally concave, but
nonetheless our analysis in Section 4.3 shows that a local descent condition of the form (14) holds.
Similarly, for the planted clustering model studied in Section 4.4, the same form of global concavity
holds. In addition, for the matrix regression problem previously introduced in Section 2.2.1, we
prove in Section 4.2 that the condition (14) holds over a set over which L˜n is nonconvex. The
generality of our condition (14) is essential to accommodate these and other examples.
2We note that the vanishing gradient condition is needed in all existing work on nonconvex gradient descent [17,
57, 66].
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Local Lipschitz condition: Our next requirement is a straightforward local Lipschitz property:
Definition 2 (Local Lipschitz). The loss function L˜n is locally Lipschitz in the sense that
|||∇L˜n(F )|||F ≤ L|||F ∗|||op. (15)
for all F ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗).
Local smoothness: Our last condition is not required to establish convergence of projected
gradient descent, but rather to guarantee a faster geometric rate of convergence. It is a condition—
complementary to the local descent condition—that upper bounds the behavior of the gradient map
∇L˜n.
Definition 3 (Local smoothness). For some curvature and smoothness parameters α and β, statis-
tical tolerance εn and radius ρ, we say that the loss function Ln satisfies a local smoothness condition
with parameters (α, β, εn, ρ) over F if for each F, F ′ ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗) and F ∗ ∈ E(M∗),
|〈〈∇M L˜n(F )−∇M L˜n(F ′), F − F ∗〉〉| ≤
(
β|||F − F ′|||F + αεn
)|||F − F ∗|||F. (16)
The above conditions are stated in terms of the loss function L˜n for the factor matrix F .
Alternatively, one may restate these conditions in terms of the loss function Ln on the original
space, and we make use of this type of reformulation in parts of our proofs. For instance, see
Section 6 for details.
3.2 Sublinear convergence under Lipschitz condition
With our basic conditions in place, we are now ready to state our first main result. It guaran-
tees a sublinear rate of convergence under the M∗-faithfulness, local descent, and local Lipschitz
conditions.
More precisely, for some descent and Lipschitz parameters α ≤ L, a statistical tolerance εn ≥ 0,
and a constant τ ∈ (0, 12), suppose that εn ≤ 1−τ2 σr(F ∗), the cost functions L˜n satisfies the local de-
scent and Lipschitz conditions (Definitions 1 and 2) with parameters α,L, εn and ρ = (1− τ)σr(F ∗),
and the constraint set F isM∗-faithful and convex. Let κ = κ(F ∗) : = σ1(F ∗)σr(F ∗) be the condition num-
ber of F ∗. We then have the following guarantee:
Theorem 1. Under the previously stated conditions, given any initial point F 0 belonging to the set
F ∩B2((1− τ)σr(F ∗);F ∗), the projected gradient iterates {F t}∞t=1 with step size ηt = 1α(t+20κ2L2/α2)
satisfy the bound
d2(F t, F ∗) ≤ 20L
2|||F ∗|||2op
tα2
+ 4ε2n for all iterations t = 1, 2, . . .. (17)
See Section 5.1 for the proof of this claim.
As a minor remark, we note that the assumption εn ≤ 1−τ2 σr(F ∗) entails no loss of generality—
if it fails to hold, then the initial solution F 0 already satisfies an error bound better than what is
guaranteed for subsequent iterates.
Conceptually, Theorem 1 provides a minimal set of conditions for the convergence of projected
gradient descent using the nonconvex factorizationM = F⊗F . The first term on the right hand side
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of equation (17) corresponds to the optimization error, whereas the second ε2n term is the statistical
error. The bound (17) shows that the distance between F t and F ∗ drops at the rate O(1t ) up to
the statistical limit ε2n that is determined by the sample size and the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) of
the problem. We see concrete instances of this statistical error in the examples to follow.
3.3 Linear convergence under smoothness condition
Although Theorem 1 does guarantee convergence, the resulting rate is sublinear (O(1/t)), and
hence rather slow. In this section, we show that if in addition to the local Lipschitz and descent
conditions, the function L˜n satisfies the local smoothness conditions in Definition 3, then much
faster convergence can be guaranteed.
More precisely, suppose that for some numbers α, β, L, εn and τ with 0 < α ≤ β = L, 0 < τ < 1
and εn ≤ 1−τ4 σr(F ∗), the loss function L˜n satisfies the local descent, Lipschitz and smoothness
conditions in Definitions 1–3 over F with parameters α, β, L, εn and ρ = (1− τ2)σr(F ∗), and that
the set F is M∗-faithful and convex.
Theorem 2. Under the previously stated conditions, there is a constant 0 < cτ < 1 depending only
on τ such that given an initial matrix F 0 in the set F∩B2((1−τ)σr(F ∗);F ∗), the projected gradient
iterates {F t}∞t=1 with step size ηt = cτ ακ6β2 satisfy the bound
d2(F t, F ∗) ≤
(
1− cτ α
2
κ6β2
)t
d2(F 0, F ∗) + 16ε2n for all iterations t = 1, 2, . . .. (18)
See Section 5.2 for the proof of this claim.
The right hand side of the bound (18) again consists of an optimization error term and a
statistical error term. The theorem guarantees that the optimization error converges linearly at
the geometric rate O((1 − c)t) up to a statistical limit. Note that the theorem requires the initial
solution F 0 to lie within a ball around F ∗ with radius (1− τ)σr(F ∗), which is slightly smaller than
the radius ρ = (1 − τ2)σr(F ∗) for which the local descent, Lipschitz and smoothness conditions
hold. Moreover, the step size and the convergence rate depend on the condition number of F ∗
as well as the quality of the initialization through τ . We did not make an attempt to optimize
this dependence, but improvement in this direction, including adaptive choices of the step size, is
certainly an interesting problem for future work.
4 Concrete results for specific models
In this section, we turn to the consequences of our general theory for specific models that arise in
applications. Throughout this section, we focus on geometric convergence guaranteed by Theorem 2
using a constant step size. The main technical challenges are to verify the local descent, local
Lipschitz and local smoothness assumptions that are needed to apply this result. Since Theorem 1
depends on weaker assumptions—it does not need the local smoothness property—it should be
understood also that our analysis can be used to derive corollaries based on Theorem 1 as well.
Note: In all of the analysis to follow, we adopt the shorthand σj = σj(F ∗) for the singular values
of F ∗, and κ = σ1σr for its condition number.
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4.1 Noisy matrix completion
We begin by deriving a corollary for the problem of noisy matrix completion. Since we did not
discuss this model in Section 2.2, let us provide some background here. There are a wide variety of
matrix completion problems (e.g., [43]), and the variant of interest here arises when the unknown
matrix has low rank. More precisely, for an unknown PSD and low-rank matrixM∗ ∈ Sd×d, suppose
that we are given noisy observations of a subset of its entries. In the so-called Bernoulli model, the
random subset of observed entries is chosen uniformly at random—that is, each entry is observed
with some probability p, independently of all other entries. We can represent these observations by
a random symmetric matrix Y ∈ Sd×d with entries of the form
Yij =
{
M∗ij + Eij , with probability p, and
∗ otherwise. , for each i ≥ j. (19)
Here the variables {Eij , i ≥ j} represent a form of measurement noise.
A standard method for matrix completion is based on solving the semidefinite program
min
M∈Sd×d
{ 1
2p
∑
(i,j)∈Ω
(Mij − Yij)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
Ln(M)
}
such that M  0 and |||M |||nuc ≤ R, (20)
where R > 0 is a radius to be chosen. As noted above, the PSD constraint and nuclear norm bound
are equivalent to the trace constraint trace(M) ≤ R. In either case, this is a special case of our
general estimator (1).
The SDP-based estimator (20) is known to have good performance when the underlying matrix
M∗ satisfies certain matrix incoherence conditions. These conditions involve its leverage scores,
defined in the following way. Here we consider a simplified setting where the eigenvalues of M∗
are equal. By performing an eigendecomposition, we can write M∗ = UDUT where D ∈ Rr×r is
a diagonal matrix of eigenvalues (a constant multiple of the identity when they are constant), and
take F ∗ = UD1/2. With this notation, the incoherence parameter of M∗ = F ∗⊗F ∗ is given by
µ : =
d max
i=1,...,d
‖F ∗i·‖22
r|||F ∗|||2op
=
d‖F ∗‖22,∞
r|||F ∗|||2op
. (21)
Since we already enforce low-rankness in the factorized formulation, we can drop nuclear norm
constraint. The generalized projected gradient descent (3) is specified by letting L˜n and F set
L˜n(F ) : = 1
2p
∑
(i,j)∈Ω
(
(F⊗F )ij − Yij
)2 and F : = {F ∈ Rd×r | ‖F‖2,∞ ≤√2µ
d
|||F 0|||F
}
.
Note that F is convex, and depends on the initial solution M0. The gradient of Ln is ∇MLn(M) =
1
pΠΩ(M − Y ), and the projection ΠF is given by the row-wise “clipping” operation
[ΠF (θ)]i· =
Fi· , ‖Fi·‖2 ≤
√
2µr
d |||F 0|||op,
Fi·
√
2µr
d
|||F 0|||op
‖Fi·‖2 , ‖Fi·‖2 >
√
2µr
d |||F 0|||op,
for i = 1, 2, . . . , d.
This projection ensures that the iterates of gradient descent (3) remains incoherent.
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Remark 1. Note that ‖F ∗i·‖22 = ‖Πcol(F ∗)(ei)‖22 (ei is the i-th standard basis vector and col(F ∗) is
the column space of F ∗), so the values of ‖F ∗‖2,∞ and µ depend only on col(F ∗) and are the same
for any F ∗ in E(M∗).
With this notation in place, we are now ready to apply Theorem 2 to the noisy matrix com-
pletion problem. As we show below, if the initial matrix F 0 satisfies the bound d(F 0, F ∗) ≤
1
5 |||F ∗|||op, then the set F is M∗-faithful. Moreover, if the expected sample size satisfies n = pd2 %
max{µrd log d, µ2r2d}, then with probability at least 1−4d−3 the loss function L˜n satisfies the local
descent, Lipschitz and smoothness conditions with parameters
ρ =
3
5
|||F ∗|||op, α = 2
25
|||F ∗|||2op, L = β = c2µr|||F ∗|||2op and εn = 100
√
r|||ΠΩ(E)|||op
p|||F ∗|||op .
Using this fact, we have the following consequence of Theorem 2, which holds when the sample
size size n satisfies the bound above and is large enough to ensure that εn ≤ 110 |||F ∗|||op.
Corollary 1. Under the previously stated conditions, if we are given an initial matrix F 0 satisfying
the bound d(F 0, F ∗) ≤ 15 |||F ∗|||op, then with probability at least 1−4d−3, the gradient iterates {F t}∞t=1
with step size ηt = c3 1µ2r2|||F ∗|||2op satisfy the bound
d2(F t, F ∗) ≤
(
1− c4 1
µ2r2
)t
d2(F 0, F ∗) + c5
r|||ΠΩ(E)|||2op
p2|||F ∗|||2op
. (22)
See Section 6.2 for the proof of this claim.
Even though Corollary 1 is a consequence of our general theory, it leads to results for ex-
act/approximate recovery in the noiseless/noisy setting that are as good as or better than known
results. In the noiseless setting (E = 0), our sample size requirement and contraction factor are
sharper than those in the paper [57] by a polynomial factor in the rank r. Turning to the noisy set-
ting, suppose the noise matrix E has independent sub-Gaussian entries with parameter σ2. A techni-
cal result to be proved later (see Lemma 11) guarantees that given a sample size n = pd2 % c1d log2 d,
we have the operator norm bound |||ΠΩ(E)|||op - σ
√
pd with probability at least 1− d−12. Together
with the bound (22), we conclude that
1
d2
|||F∞⊗F∞ − F ∗⊗F ∗|||2F ≤
3
d2
|||F ∗|||2op|||F∞ − F∞pi∗ |||2F -
σ2r
pd
=
σ2rd
n
. (23)
The scaling σ
2rd
n is better than the results in past work (e.g., [51, 42, 41]) on noisy matrix completion
by a log d factor; in fact, it matches the minimax lower bounds established in the papers [51, 42].
Thus, Corollary 1 in fact establishes that the projected gradient descent method yields minimax-
optimal estimates.
Initialization: Suppose the rank-r SVD of the matrix ΠΩ(M) is given by USV >. We can take
F 0 = ΠF (US
1
2 ). Under the previously stated condition on the sample size n, the matrix F 0
satisfies the requirement in Corollary 1 as shown in, e.g., [40] (combined with the above bound on
|||ΠΩ(E)|||op).
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Figure 1. Simulation results for matrix completion. (a) Plots of optimization error d(F t, FT ) and
statistical error d(F t, F ∗) versus the iteration number t using SVD initialization. Panel (b): same
plots using a random initialization. The simulation is performed using d = 1000, r = 10, p = 0.1 and
σ = 0.01 · rd . Panel (c): plots of per-entry estimation error 1d2 d(F̂ , F ∗) versus rd , for different values
of (d, r) using SVD-based initialization. Each point represents the average over 20 random instances.
The simulation is performed using p = 0.1 and σ = 0.001.
Computation: Computing the gradient ∇F L˜n(F ) = 2pΠΩ(F⊗F − Y )F takes time O(r2|Ω|).
The projection ΠF (F ) can be computed in time O(rd).
Simulations: In order to illustrate the predictions of Corollary 1, we performed a number of
simulations. Since the distance measures d(F, F ∗) and |||F⊗F − F ∗⊗F ∗|||F are difficult to compute,
so we instead use the subspace distance
d(F, F ∗) ≈ ||| sin∠(F, F ∗)|||2F, (24)
as an approximation.3 Here sin∠(F, F ∗) is the vector of principal angles between the column spaces
of matrices F and F ∗. For each example and given values of model parameters d, r, n, σ etc., we
generate a random instance by sampling the true matrix F ∗ and the problem data randomly from
the relevant model, and then run our projected gradient descent algorithm with T = 50 iterations.
In the matrix completion case, we sampled the true matrix F ∗ uniformly at random from all
d × r orthonormal matrix uniformly at random, generated a noise matrix E with i.i.d. N(0, σ2)
entries, and chose the observed entries randomly according to the Bernoulli model with probability p.
We considered two approaches for obtaining the initial matrix F 0: (a) the SVD-based procedure
described in Section 4.1, and (b) random initialization, where F 0 is a random d × r orthonormal
matrix projected onto the associated constraint set F . The step size for projected gradient descent
is fixed at ηt ≡ 0.5p . Panels (a) and (b) in Figure 1 show the resulting convergence behavior of the
algorithm, which confirm the geometric convergence (and threshold effect for the statistical error)
that is predicted by our theory.
For these random ensembles, our theory predicts thatwith high probability the per-entry error
of the output F̂ satisfies a bound of the form
1
d2
d2(F̂ , F ∗) - σ
2r
pd
;
cf. equation (23). Therefore, with p and σ fixed, the ratio 1
d2
d2(F̂ , F ∗) should be proportional to rd .
3This approximation is valid up to a constant of 2 if both F and F ∗ are orthonormal (cf. Proposition 2.2 in [59]).
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4.2 Matrix regression
Recall the matrix regression model previously introduced in Section 2.2.1. In order to simplify
notation, it is convenient to introduce define a linear mapping Xn : Rd×d 7→ Rn via [Xn(M)]i :
= 〈〈Xi, M〉〉 for i = 1, 2, . . . , n. Note that the adjoint operator X∗n : Rd 7→ Rd×d is given by
X∗n(u) =
∑n
i=1X
iui. With this notation, we have the compact representation
∇L˜n(F ) = 2
n
(
X∗n(Xn(F⊗F )− y)
)
F.
Since 〈〈Xi, F⊗F 〉〉 = 〈〈(Xi +Xi>)/2, F⊗F 〉〉, we may assume without loss of generality that the
matrices {Xi} are symmetric.
In this case, projected gradient descent can be performed with F = Rd×r, so that the M∗-
faithfulness condition holds trivially. It remains to verify that the cost function L˜n from equation (8)
satisfies the local descent, local Lipschitz and local smoothness properties, and these properties
depend on the structure of the operator Xn. For instance, one way in which to certify the conditions
of Theorem 2 is via a version of restricted isometry property (RIP) applied to the operator Xn.
Definition 4 (Restricted isometry property). The operator Xn : Rd×d → Rn is said to satisfied the
restricted isometry property with parameter δk if
(1− δk)|||M |||2F ≤
1
n
‖Xn(M)‖22 ≤ (1 + δk)|||M |||2F, for all d-dimensional matrices with rank(M) ≤ k.
It is well known [54, 50] that RIP holds for various random ensembles. For instance, suppose
that the entries of Xij` are i.i.d. zero-mean unit variance random variables, satisfying a sub-Gaussian
tail bound. Examples of such ensembles include the standard Gaussian case (Xij` ∼ N(0, 1)) as well
as Rademacher variables (Xij` ∈ {−1, 1} equiprobably). For such ensembles, it is known that with
high probability, a RIP condition of order r holds with a sample size n % rd.
The RIP condition provides a straightforward way of verifying the conditions of Theorem 2. More
precisely, as we show in the proof of Corollary 2, if the operator Xn satisfies RIP with parameter
δ4r ∈ [0, 112), then the loss function L˜n satisfies the local descent, descent and smoothness conditions
with parameters
ρ = (1− 12δ4r)σr, α = 6δ4rσ2r , L = β = 64κ2σ2r and εn =
2
√
rκ|||n−1X∗n()|||op
δ4rσr
.
Using this fact, we have the following corollary of Theorem 2. We state it assuming that the
operator Xn satisfies RIP with parameter δ4r ∈ [0, 112), and the sample size n is large enough to
ensure that εn ≤ 1−
√
12δ4r
4 σr.
Corollary 2. Under the previously stated conditions, there is a universal function ψ : [0, 1/12] →
(0, 1) such that given any initial matrix F 0 satisfying the bound d(F 0, F ∗) ≤ (1−√12δ4r)σr, the
projected gradient iterates {F t}∞t=1 with step size ηt = ψ(δ4r)δ4rκ10σ2r satisfy the bound
d2(F t, F ∗) ≤
(
1− ψ(δ4r)
κ10
)t
d2(F 0, F ∗) + c0
rκ2|||X∗n()|||2op
n2δ24rσ
2
r
,
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See Section 6.1 for the proof of this claim.
Note that the radius of the region of convergence B2((1−
√
12δ4r)σr;F
∗) can be arbitrarily close
to σr with δ4r sufficiently small. Moreover, the function L˜n need not be convex in this region. As
a simple example, consider the scalar case with d = r = 1, with noiseless observations ( = 0) of
the target parameter F ∗ = 1. A simple calculation then yields that L˜n(F ) = c (F 2 − 1)2 for some
constant c > 0, which is nonconvex outside of the ball B2( 1√3 ;F
∗).
Specified to the noiseless setting with  = 0, Corollary 2 is similar to the results for nonconvex
gradient descent in [58, 66]. In the more general noisy setting, our statistical error rate εn is consistent
with the results in [51]. For a more concrete example, suppose κ = O(1), and each Xi and  have
i.i.d. Gaussian entries with Xij` ∼ N (0, 1) and i ∼ N (0, σ2). It can be shown that as long as
n % rd log d, RIP holds with δ4r < 1192 and |||X∗n()|||op - σ
√
nd. The bound in Corollary 2 therefore
implies a constant contraction factor and that
|||F∞⊗F∞ − F ∗⊗F ∗|||2F ≤ 3d2(F∞, F ∗)|||F ∗|||2op - σ2
rd
n
.
Initialization: Suppose the rank-r SVD of the matrix 1nX
∗
n(y) is given by USV >. We can take
F 0 = US
1
2 . Under the above Gaussian example, it can be shown the condition on the initial solution
is satisfied if n % dr2κ4 log d and σ is small enough [36, 37].
The sample size required for this initialization scales quadratically in the rank r, as compared
to the linear scaling that is the best possible [54, 50]. This looseness is a consequence of requiring
the initialization error to satisfy a Frobenius norm bound instead of an operator norm one. It can
be avoided by using a more sophisticated initialization procedures—for instance, one based on a
few iterations of the singular value projection (SVP) algorithm [36]. In the current setting, since
our primary focus is on understanding low-complexity algorithms via gradient descent, we do not
pursue this direction further.
Computation: Let Tmul be the maximum time to multiply Xi with a vector in Rd. Finding the
initial solution as above requires computing the rank-r SVD of the d× d matrix 1nX∗n(y), which can
be done in time O(nrTmul + dr2); cf. [31]. The gradient 1nX∗n(Xn(M)− y) and can be computed in
time O(nrTmul + dr). Therefore, the overall time complexity is O(nrTmul + dr2) times the number
of iterations.
4.3 Rank-r PCA with row sparsity
Recall the problem of sparse PCA previously introduced in Section 2.2.2. In this section, we analyze
the projected gradient updates applied to this problem, in particular with the loss function L˜n from
equation (11), and the constraint set
F : = {F ∈ Rd×r | |||F |||op ≤ 1, ‖F‖2,1 ≤ ‖F ∗‖2,1}.
To be clear, this choice of constraint set is somewhat unrealistic, since it assumes knowledge of
the norm ‖F ∗‖2,1. This condition could be removed by analyzing instead a penalized form of the
estimator, but as our main goal is to illustrate the general theory, we remain with the constrained
version here.
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We now apply Theorem 2 to this problem. As we show in the proof of Corollary 3, the set F is
M∗-faithful. Moreover, for each 0 < τ < 1, suppose that the SNR satisfies γ > 2
τ2
in the row-sparse
spiked covariance model, then with probability at least 1− 2d−3, the loss function L˜n satisfies the
local descent, smoothness conditions and the relaxed Lipschitz condition (50) with parameters
ρ = 1− τ2, α = γτ
2
4
, L = β = 4(γ + 1)
√
r and εn = c1
γ + 1
γτ2
√
rmax
{√k log d
n
,
k log d
n
}
.
(25)
Using these fact, we have the following corollary of Theorem 2. We state it assuming that the SNR
obeys the bound γ > 2
τ2
and the sample size n is large enough to ensure εn ≤ 1−τ20
Corollary 3. Under the previously stated conditions, there is a function ψ : (0, 1) → (0, 1) such
that given any initial matrix F 0 ∈ F ∩B2(1− τ ;F ∗), with probability at least 1− 2d−3, the projected
gradient iterates {F t}∞t=1 with step size ηt = ψ(τ) γ(γ+1)2r satisfy the bound
d2(F t, F ∗)2 ≤
(
1− ψ(τ) γ
2
(γ + 1)2r
)t
d2(F 0, F ∗) + c2 · (γ + 1)
2r
γ2τ4
max
{k log d
n
,
k2 log2 d
n2
}
.
See Section 6.3 for the proof of this corollary.
Remark 2. It is noteworthy that L˜n(F ) is in fact globally concave in F . In order to see this fact,
consider the scalar case with d = r = 1, where L˜n(F ) = −CF 2 for some C > 0.
The error rate εn is in fact minimax optimal (up to a logarithmic factor) with respect to n, d, k
as well as the rank r; for instance, see the paper [59, 15], where the upper bound is achieved using
computationally intractable estimators. Similar error rates are obtained in [14, 48, 62] using more
sophisticated algorithms, but under a scaling of the sample size—in particular one that is quadratic
in sparsity (see below)—that allows for a good initialization.
Initialization: The above results require an initial solution F 0 with d(F 0, F ∗) < 1. Under the
spiked covariance model and given a sample size n % k2 log d, such solution can be found by
the diagonal thresholding method [39, 48]. Here the quadratic dependence on k is related to a
computational barrier [6], and thus may not improvable using a polynomial-time algorithm.
Computation: The algorithm requires projection onto the intersection of the spectral norm and
`1/`2 norm balls. In the rank one case (r = 1), it reduces to projecting to the intersection of the
vector `2 and `1 balls, which can be done efficiently [56]. In the general case with r > 1, it can be
done by alternating projection. The speed of convergence depends on the eigengap γ, exhibiting
similarity to the standard power method for finding eigenvectors.
Simulations: We performed experiments under the same general set-up as the matrix completion
(see the discussion surrounding equation (24)). For sparse PCA, we generated random ensembles
of problems by fixing the rank r = 1, and choosing a random unit-norm F ∗ ∈ Rd supported on k
randomly chosen coordinates. Using this random vector, we formed the spiked covariance matrix Σ
with top eigenvector F ∗ and SNR γ. We considered two approaches for initialization: (a) diagonal
thresholding as described in the papers [39, 48], and (b) choosing F 0 to be the perturbed version
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Figure 2. Simulation results for sparse PCA. Panel (a); plots of optimization error d(F t, FT ) and
statistical error d(F t, F ∗) versus the iteration number t, using diagonal thresholding initialization.
Panel (b): same plots using perturbation initialization. For both panels (a) and (b), simulations are
performed using d = 5000, r = 1, k = 5, γ = 4 and n = 4000. Panel (c): plot of estimation error
d(F̂ , F ∗) versus kn , for different values of (k, n) using diagonal thresholding initialization. Each point
represents the average over 20 random instances. The simulation is performed using d = 5000, r = 1
and γ = 4.
F 0R = F
∗
R +
1√
2
E1 and F 0Rc = F
∗
Rc +
1√
2
E2, where R = support(F ∗) and E1 and E2 are random unit
norm vectors with the appropriate dimensions. The step size is fixed at ηt ≡ 0.5γ
(γ+1)2
.
Panels (a) and (b) of Figure 2 show the convergence rates of the optimization and statistical
error using these two different types of initializations. Consistent with our theory, we witness an
initially geometric convergence in terms of statistical error followed by an error floor at the statistical
precision. In panel (c), we study the scaling of the estimation error. Our theory predicts that given
a suitable initialization and sample size n % k log d, then with high probability the output F̂ satisfies
d2(F̂ , F ∗) - (γ + 1)
2r
γ2
· k log d
n
.
Therefore, with the triplet of parameters (d, r, γ) fixed, the error d2(F̂ , F ∗) should grow proportion-
ally with the ratio kn , a prediction that is confirmed in Figure 2(c).
4.4 Planted densest subgraph
The planted densest subgraph problem is a generalization of the planted clique problem; it can be
viewed as a single cluster (or rank one) version of the more general planted partition problem. For
a collection of d vertices, there is an unknown subset of size k which forms a cluster. Based on this
cluster and two probabilities p > q, a random symmetric matrix A ∈ {0, 1}d×d, which we think of
as the adjacency matrix of the observed graph, is generated in the following way:
• for each pair of vertices i, j in the cluster, Aij = 1 with probability p, and zero otherwise.
• for all other pairs of vertices, Aij = 1 with probability q, and zero otherwise.
Let F ∗ ∈ {0, 1}d be the cluster membership vector: i.e., F ∗j = 1 if and only if vertex j belongs to
the cluster.
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A previous approach is to recover the cluster matrix M∗ = F ∗⊗F ∗ by solving a particular SDP,
derived as a relaxation of the MLE. Let S : = A − p+q2 Jd be a shifted version of the adjacency
matrix, where Jd is the d× d all one matrix. Consider the semidefinite program
min
M∈Sd×d
{
− 〈〈S, M〉〉
}
such that M  0, ∑i,jMij = k2 and M ∈ [0, 1]d×d. (26)
It is known [21] that with probability at least 1 − d2, the true cluster matrix M∗ is the unique
optimal solution to this program when
(p− q)2
p
≥ c1
( log d
k
+
d
k2
)
, (27)
for some universal constant c1 > 0. When p = 1 = 2q, this condition reduces to the well-known
k %
√
d tractability region for the planted clique problem [2].
Alternatively, we may solve the factorized formulation by projected gradient decent (3), as
applied to the problem
L˜n(F ) = 〈〈−S, F⊗F 〉〉, F = {F | F ∈ [0, 1]d,
∑d
i=1 Fi = k}.
This setting is a r = 1 special case of our general framework. In this case E(M∗) = {±F ∗} contains
only two elements, and can be verified to be M∗-faithful.
We now ready to apply our general theory to this problem. As we show in proof of Corollary 4,
if the model parameters satisfy the condition (27), then with probability at least 1 − d−3, the
loss function L˜n satisfies the local descent and smoothness conditions and the relaxed Lipschitz
condition (40) with parameters
ρ =
2
5
√
k, α =
1
20
(p− q)k, β = 12(p− q)k and εn = 0.
Using this fact, we have the following corollary of Theorem 2. We state it assuming that the
condition condition (27) holds
Corollary 4. Under the previously stated conditions, given an initial vector F 0 ∈ F ∩B2(15
√
k;F ∗),
the projected gradient iterates {F t}∞t=1 with step size ηt = c2 1(p−q)k satisfy the bound
d2(F t, F ∗) ≤
(
1− c3
)t
d2(F 0, F ∗).
See Section 6.4 for the proof of this claim.
The corollary guarantees exact recovery of M∗ when t → ∞. The condition (27) matches the
best existing results; see e.g., [21] and the references therein.
Initialization Set F 0 to be the top left singular vector of A− qJd projected onto the set F . Note
that F ∗ is a left singular vector of the matrix E[A−qJd] corresponding to the only non-zero singular
value (p− q)k. Under the condition (27), Proposition 1 ensures that |||(A− qJd)− E[A− qJd]|||op ≤
1
4(p − q)k with probability at least 1 − d−3. On this event, applying Wedin’s sin Θ theorem [30]
guarantees that F 0 satisfies the requirement in Corollary 4.
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Figure 3. Simulations for planted densest subgraph. Panel (a): plots of optimization error d(F t, FT )
and statistical error d(F t, F ∗) versus the iteration number t, using SVD-based initialization. The
simulation is performed using d = 8000, k = 2000, p = 0.13 and q = 0.05. Panel (b): plot of the
probability of successful exact recovery of F ∗ versus pd, for different values of (d, p) using SVD-based
initialization. We declare exact recovery if d(F̂ , F ∗) ≤ 2× 10−3, and each point represents frequency
of exact recovery over 20 random instances. The simulation is performed with q = p4 and k =
d
2 .
Computation: The set F is the intersection of a hyperplane and a box in Rd, so the associated
projection ΠF can be computed in time O(d) [49]. Computing the gradient ∇L˜n(F ) = −2SF only
requires matrix-vector multiplication with the matrix S, which is the sum of a rank-1 matrix and
the (usually sparse) graph adjacency matrix A. In contrast, solving the SDP in equation (26) using
ADMM requires multiple full SVD of dense matrices even when the graph is sparse.
Simulations: We performed experiments under the same general set-up as the matrix completion
(see the discussion surrounding equation (24)). The 0-1 cluster indicator matrix F ∗ ∈ Rd×1 is
supported on k coordinates, and we sampled the graph adjacency matrix A from the planted densest
subgraph model with edge probabilities (p, q) and cluster size k. The initial matrix F 0 is obtained
using the SVD-based procedure described in Section 4.4. The step size is fixed at ηt ≡ 0.1(p−q)k . Panel
(a) of Figure 3 shows plots of the optimization and statistical errors versus the iteration number;
consistent with Corollary 4, these iterates converge at least geometrically.
In terms of the scaling of the sample size required for exact recovery, we know that if k - dlog d ,
then the fixed point of the algorithm F will be equal to F ∗ with high probability provided that
(p−q)2
p %
d
k2
. In particular, see equation (27). Therefore, with q = p3 and k =
d
2 , exact recovery of
F ∗ can be achieved with probability close to one as soon as pd is above a constant threshold. This
theoretical prediction is confirmed in panel (b) of Figure 3.
4.5 One-bit matrix completion
Let us now turn to an extension of the standard (linear) matrix completion model studied in
Section 4.1. It provides a more challenging problem to analyze, and our general theory provides (to
the best of our knowledge) the first known polynomial-time algorithm for achieving the minimax
rate in the case of rank r matrices.
In order to set up the problem, suppose that F ∗ ∈ Rd×r is an orthonormal matrix and has
incoherence parameter µ as previsouly defined in equation (21). Given a set Ω ⊆ [d] × [d] of
observed elements, a noise parameter σ > 0 and a differentiable function f : R 7→ [0, 1] with
Lipschitz derivative, we observe a binary symmetric matrix Y ∈ {−1, 1}d×d such that for each
20
(i, j) ∈ Ω with i ≥ j,
Yij =
{
1, with probability f(M∗ij/σ),
−1, with probability 1− f(M∗ij/σ).
We further assume that the observation set Ω is symmetric and generated by the Bernoulli model
with parameter p, that is, P
(
(i, j), (j, i) ∈ Ω) = p independently for each (i, j) with i ≥ j The goal
is to estimate M∗ given the binary observations Y . Examples of the function f include the logistic
model with f(x) = exp(x)1+exp(x) ; the probit model with f(x) = Φ(x), where Φ(x) is the cumulative
distribution function of a standard Gaussian; and the Laplacian model in which f is the cumulative
distribution function of Laplacian(0, 1): variable. See the papers [16, 24] for more details on these
choices.
For a given f , consider thee negative log-likelihood of M , given by
Ln(M) = −2
∑
(i,j)∈Ω
[1 + Yij
2
log f(Mij/σ) +
1− Yij
2
log
(
1− f(Mij/σ)
)]
= −〈〈ΠΩ(Jd + Y ), log f(M/σ)〉〉 − 〈〈ΠΩ(Jd − Y ), log
(
1− f(M/σ))〉〉, (28)
where Jd is the d× d all one matrix, ◦ denotes the Hadamard product, and functions are applied to
a matrix element-wise. As in matrix completion, we use the set F = {F | ‖F‖2,∞ ≤ √2µd |||F 0|||F}
Note that the gradient of the loss function is given by
∇MLn(M) = − 1
σ
ΠΩ
[f ′(M/σ) ◦ (Y − 2f(M/σ) + Jd)
f(M/σ) ◦ (1− f(M/σ))
]
,
where the fraction are also element-wise.
Since the function f is differentiable with a Lipschitz derivative f ′, Rademacher’s theorem
guarantees that the second derivative f ′′ is defined almost everywhere. Our corollary depends
function f through the following two quantities, defined for each a > 0:
La : = max
{
sup
|x|<a
|f ′(x)|
f(x)(1− f(x)) , sup|x|<a
f ′(x)2
f(x)2(1− f(x))2 , sup|x|<a
|f ′′(x)|
f(x)(1− f(x))
}
, and
`a : = sup
|x|<a
f(x)(1− f(x))
f ′(x)2
.
(29)
These quantities are similar to those in the paper [24], along with the additional control over the
second derivative f ′′ required for proving (fast) geometric convergence. We introduce the shorthand
ν : = µrdσ =
‖M∗‖∞
σ , which we think of as a measure of SNR. In the constant SNR setting ν = Θ(1), the
quantities L4ν and `4ν are positive universal constants independent of the other model parameters
d, r, p etc.
We now apply Theorem 2 to the one-bit matrix completion problem. Set
ρ = c1 max
{
1,
1
`4νL4ν
}
, α = c2
p
`4νσ2
, L = β = c3
L4νpµr
σ2
and εn = c4σL4ν`4ν(1 + ν)
√
dr
p .
As we shown in the proof of Corollary 5, if the initial matrix satisfies the condition d(F 0, F ∗) ≤
1−√1− ρ, then the set F is M∗-faithful. Moreover, if the expected sample size satisfies the bound
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Figure 4. Simulation results for one-bit matrix completion. Panel (a); plots of OB optimization error
d(F t, FT ) and statistical error d(F t, F ∗) versus the iteration number t, using random initialization.
The simulation is performed using d = 1000, r = 3 and p = 0.5. Panel (b) plot of per-entry
estimation error 1d2 d(F̂ , F
∗) versus r
3
d3 , for different values of (d, r) using random initialization. Each
point represents the average over 20 random instances. The simulation is performed using p = 0.5
and σ = 0.5rd .
n = pd2 ≥ c5 max{µrd log d, d log2 d, µ2r2d} and is large enough to ensure εn < 120(1 −
√
1− ρ),
then with probability at least 1− c6d−3, the loss function L˜n associated with (28) satisfies the local
descent, Lipschitz and smoothness conditions with parameters ρ, α, L, β and εn given above. Using
these facts, we obtain the following guarantee, which we state assuming that the sample size n
satisfies the above conditions.
Corollary 5. Under the previously stated conditions, if we are given an initial matrix F 0 with
d(F 0, F ∗) ≤ 1 − √1− ρ, then with probability at least 1 − c6d−3, the gradient descent iterates
{F t}∞t=1 with step size ηt = c7 σ
2
`4νL24νpµr
satisfy the bound
d2(F t, F ∗) ≤
(
1− c8 1
`24νL
2
4νµr
)t
d2(F 0, F ∗) + c9σ2L24ν`
2
4ν(1 + ν)
2dr
p
.
See Section 6.5 for the proof of this claim.
In order to interpret the above result, let us consider the setting with a constant SNR ν = Θ(1),
in which case σ = µrdν  ‖F ∗⊗F ∗‖∞. Corollary 5 guarantees that given an initial matrix F 0 within
a constant radius of F ∗, the projected gradient descent converges geometrically and has per-entry
error
1
d2
|||F∞⊗F∞ − F ∗⊗F ∗|||2F ≤
3
d2
|||F ∗|||2opd2(F∞, F ∗) -
dr
n
σ2  dr
n
‖F ∗⊗F ∗‖2∞. (30)
This bound has the same form as that in Section 4.1 for standard matrix completion, with the
important difference that it is an essentially multiplicative bound where the pre-factor depends on
the SNR ν.
It is worth comparing our error bounds with previous results under the setting ν = Θ(1). One
body of past work [24, 16] has studied the recovery of approximately low-rank matrices with bounded
nuclear norm—that is, matrices whose vectors of singular values are in the `q ball with q = 1. This is
a milder sparsity assumption, and so leads to the slower error rate O
(√
dr
n
)
. The result here applies
to exactly low-rank matrices (q = 0), and so leads to the faster rate drn . Both of these scalings are be
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minimax-optimal in the simpler linear setting [51]. On the other hand, Bhaskar et al. [8] also analyze
the case of exactly low-rank matrices, but their algorithm relies on rank-constrained optimization
and does not have convergence guarantees in polynomial time. Moreover, their error rate scales as
d7r3
n4
, and thus has a worse dependence on r, d and n as compared to ours.
Initialization and time complexity: In theory, we can obtain a good initial solution F 0 by
solving one of the convex programs in the papers [24, 16] followed by a projection onto the set F .
Since we only need the initial error to be a constant, it suffices to have n % dr+d log d observations.
In fact, in our simulations, we find that a randomly chosen initial matrix F 0 is often good enough (see
Figure 4(a)). Given such an initial solution, the projected gradient iterates converges geometrically
with a contraction factor 1 − c8µr , so we need O(µr log(1/δ)) iterations to compute a δ-accurate
solution. Therefore, we can achieve the O(drn ) error rate in polynomial time; to the best of our
knowledge, this polynomial-time guarantee for achieving the minimax-rate in the exact low-rank
case is the first such result in the literature.
Simulations: We performed experiments under the same general set-up as the matrix comple-
tion (see the discussion surrounding equation (24)). The matrix F ∗ is random orthonormal, and
the observations are generated using the Bernoulli model with observation probability p and the
standard Gaussian CDF as the link function f with noise magnitude σ = 2rd . The initial matrix
F 0 is obtained by random initialization. The step size is fixed at ηt ≡ 0.5σ2p . Panel (a) of Figure 4
illustrates the geometric convergence of the algorithm.
In terms of the scaling of the estimation error, with σ = 2rd , n = pd
2 and p fixed, the per-entry
error of the output F̂ satisfies
1
d2
d2(F̂ , F ∗) - dr
n
∝ r
3
d3
with high probability; cf. equation (30). Therefore, we should expect that the squared error
1
d2
d2(F̂ , F ∗) scales proportionally with the ratio r
3
d3
, a prediction that is confirmed in Figure 4(b).
4.6 Low-rank and sparse matrix decomposition
Recall from Section 2.2.3 the problem of noisy matrix decomposition, in which we observe a noisy
sum of the form Y = F ∗⊗F ∗+S∗+E, where E is a symmetric noise matrix. Our goal is to estimate
F ∗, and in this section, we analyze a version of this model in which the factor matrix F ∗ ∈ Rd×r
has equal eigenvalues and incoherence parameter µ as defined in equation (21), and the perturbing
matrix S∗ ∈ Sd×d is element-wise sparse.
One line of work concerns the setting where the non-zero entries of S∗ are randomly located [19,
22], whereas another line of work focuses on deterministic models [20, 35, 1]. We focus on one version
of the deterministic setting, in which each row/column of the matrix S∗ has at most k non-zero
entries, whose locations and values are otherwise arbitrary. In light of keeping the presentation as
simple as possible, we assume here the values of ‖S∗i·‖1, the `1 norm of each row of S∗ are known.4
4This is unrealistic and could be relaxed, albeit at the price of more involved analysis of the Lagrangian version
instead of the constrained version.
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Using the nuclear norm and `1 norms as surrogates for rank and sparsity (respectively), the
constrained version of a popular convex relaxation approach is based on the SDP
min
M∈Sd×d
{1
2
(
min
S∈S
|||Y − (M + S)|||2F
)
+ λ|||M |||nuc
}
,
where S : = {S ∈ Rd×d | ‖Si·‖1 ≤ ‖S∗i·‖1, i = 1, 2, . . . , d}. Alternatively, we may drop the nuclear
norm regularizer and solve the factorized formulation by projected gradient descent, as applied to
the problem
Ln(M) = 1
2
min
S∈S
|||M + S − Y |||2F, F =
{
F | ‖F‖2,∞ ≤
√
2µ
d
|||F 0|||F
}
.
Note that Ln(M) is the squared Euclidean distance between the point Y −M and the closed convex
set S. Therefore, the function Ln is convex and has gradient
∇MLn(M) = M + ΠS(Y −M)− Y.
We now derive a guarantee for this problem using our Theorem 2. As we show in the proof
of Corollary 6, if the initial matrix F 0 satisfies d(F 0, F ∗) ≤ 15 , then the constraint set F is M∗-
faithful. Moreover, if the sparsity of the matrix S∗ satisfies µrkd ≤ c1 and the noise matrix satisfies
|||E|||F ≤ c2|||F ∗|||op, then the loss function and the feasible set satisfy the local descent, Lipschitz and
smoothness conditions with parameters
ρ =
3
5
|||F ∗|||op, α = 1
10
|||F ∗|||2op, L = β = 48|||F ∗|||2op and εn = 128
|||E|||F
|||F ∗|||op .
Using these facts, we have the following guarantee, which is stated assuming that the matrices S∗
and σ satisfy the assumptions above.
Corollary 6. Under the previously stated conditions, given any initial matrix F 0 satisfying the
bound d(F 0, F ∗) ≤ 15 , the gradient iterates
{
F t
}∞
t=1
with step size ηt = c3 1|||F ∗|||2op satisfy the bound
d2(F t, F ∗) ≤ (1− c4)td2(F 0, F ∗) + c5 |||E|||2F|||F ∗|||2op . (31)
See Section 6.6 for the proof.
The condition µrkd ≤ c1 matches the best existing results in [35, 22] for the deterministic setting
of matrix decomposition. As a passing observation, the above results can be applied to matrix
completion with adversarial missing entries—by arbitrarily filling in the missing entries and treating
them as sparse corruption, Corollary 6 guarantees recovery when each row/column has at most
k ≤ c1 dµr missing entries, whose locations can be arbitrary.
Initialization: We describe how to get a good initial matrix F 0 in the noiseless setting E = 0.
Suppose |||F ∗|||op = 1. Let Y be obtained from hard-thresholding Y at the level µrd ; that is, for each
element (i, j),
Yij =
{
Yij , if |Yij | ≤ µrd ,
µr
d sign(Yij), if |Yij | > µrd .
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Figure 5. Matrix decomposition: plots of optimization error d(F t, FT ) and statistical error
d(F t, F ∗) versus the iteration number t, using (a) SVD-based initialization and (b) random ini-
tialization. The simulation is performed using d = 600, r = 5, k = 100 and σ = 0.1 · rd . Panel
(c): plots of the probability of successful exact recovery of F ∗ versus kd , for different values of (d, k)
using SVD-based initialization. We declare exact recovery if d(F̂ , F ∗) ≤ 2 × 10−3, and each point
represents frequency of exact recovery over 20 random instances. The simulation is performed using
r = 6 and σ = 0.
We then set F 0 to be the d× r matrix with columns being the top-r singular vector of Y¯ projected
onto the set F . In Appendix F, we prove that under these conditions, we have
d(F 0, F ∗) ≤ 4µr
√
rk
d
. (32)
Therefore, the requirement in Corollary 6 is satisfied if µr
√
rk
d ≤ c1 for a universal constant c1 that
is sufficiently small. The condition µr
√
rk
d ≤ c1 is sub-optimal by a factor of
√
r.
Computation: To compute the gradient ∇MLn(M) = M + ΠS(Y −M)− Y , we need to project
each row of Y −M to the `1 balls, which can be done efficiently [27]. As discussed in Section 4.1,
the projection ΠF can be computed by row-wise clipping.
Simulations: We performed experiments under the same general set-up as the matrix completion
(see the discussion surrounding equation (24)). The matrix F ∗ is random orthonormal; the sparse
matrix S∗ has k × d non-zero entries whose locations are sampled uniformly without replacement
and whose values are independently and uniformly sampled from the interval [0, 10 · rd ]; the noise
matrix E has i.i.d. zero-mean entries with standard deviation σ. The initial matrix F 0 is obtained
using the SVD-based procedure described in Section 4.6. The step size is fixed at ηt ≡ 1. Panels
(a) and (b) of Figure 5 confirms the predicted geometric convergence.
In terms of the estimation error, in the noiseless setting with σ = 0, the output F equals F ∗
with high probability provided that rkd - 1. Therefore, with r fixed, exact recovery of F ∗ can be
achieved with probability close to one as soon as kd is below a constant threshold. Panel (c) of
Figure 5 confirms this prediction.
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5 Proofs of general theorems
This section is devoted to the proofs of our general theorems on projected gradient convergence,
namely Theorem 1 in the Lipschitz case, and Theorem 2 under stronger smoothness conditions.
Throughout these proofs, we make use of the convenient shorthand G˜t : = ∇L˜n(F t) for the gradient
of L˜n at step t. We also define the difference matrix Λt : = F t+1 − F t, as well as the parameters
ψ : = |||F ∗|||op and σr : = σr(F ∗).
5.1 Proof of Theorem 1
Our proof proceeds via induction on the event
Et : =
{
d(F s, F ∗) ≤ (1− τ)σr︸ ︷︷ ︸
ρ
for all s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t}}. (33)
For the base case t = 0, note that E0 holds by the assumptions of the theorem. Assuming that Et
holds, it suffices to show d(F t+1, F ∗) ≤ ρ, which then implies that Et+1 holds.
We require the following auxiliary result:
Lemma 1. For any matrix F ∈ Rd×r such that d(F, F ∗) < σr(F ∗), the optimization problem
minA∈E(M∗) |||A−F |||F has a unique optimum Fpi∗ such that (i) the matrix F>Fpi∗ ∈ Rr×r is positive
definite; and (ii) the matrix (F − Fpi∗)>Fpi∗ is symmetric.
See Section 5.1.1 for the proof of this claim. In view of Lemma 1, the matrix F spi∗ : = arg minA∈E(M∗) |||A−
F s|||F is uniquely defined for each time step s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t}.
The projected gradient descent update can be decomposed into the two steps
F˜ s+1 = F s − ηs∇L˜n(F s) and F s+1 = ΠF
(
F˜ s+1
)
. (34)
For each s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t}, the local descent condition (14) implies that
〈〈∇L˜n(F s), F s − F spi∗〉〉 ≥ α|||F s − F spi∗ |||2F − αε2n.
On the other hand, from the decomposition (34), we have ∇L˜n(F s) = F s−F˜ s+1ηs , and hence the
above inequality implies that
α|||F s − F spi∗ |||2F − αε2n ≤
1
ηs
〈〈F s − F˜ s+1, F s − F spi∗〉〉
=
1
2ηs
(|||F s − F spi∗ |||2F + |||F s − F˜ s+1|||2F − |||F˜ s+1 − F spi∗ |||2F)
=
1
2ηs
(|||F s − F spi∗ |||2F − |||F˜ s+1 − F spi∗ |||2F)+ ηs|||∇L˜n(F s)|||2F.
Due to the M∗-faithfulness and convexity assumption on F , we are guaranteed that F spi∗ ∈ F , and
hence
|||F s+1 − F spi∗ |||F ≤ |||F˜ s+1 − F spi∗ |||F
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since Euclidean projection onto a convex set is non-expansive [7]. Moreover, by the Lipschitz con-
dition (15) on L˜n, we have |||∇L˜n(F s)|||2F ≤ L2ψ2. Combining the pieces, we find that
α|||F s − F spi∗ |||2F − αε2n ≤
1
2ηs
(|||F s − F spi∗ |||2F − |||F s+1 − F spi∗ |||2F)+ ηsL2ψ2. (35)
Introducing the shorthand γ : = 20κ
2L2
α2
− 1, we then make the step size choice ηs = 1α(s+1+γ) .
Substituting into our bound (35) and rearranging yields
α(s+ 1 + γ)
2
|||F s+1 − F spi∗ |||2F ≤
α(s− 1 + γ)
2
|||F s − F spi∗ |||2F +
1
α(s+ 1 + γ)
L2ψ2 + αε2n.
Multiplying both sides by s+ γ and using the fact that |||F s+1 − F s+1pi∗ |||F ≤ |||F s+1 − F spi∗ |||F yields
α(s+ γ)(s+ 1 + γ)
2
|||F s+1 − F s+1pi∗ |||2F ≤
α(s+ γ)(s− 1 + γ)
2
|||F s − F spi∗ |||2F +
(s+ γ)
α(s+ 1 + γ)
L2ψ2 + α(s+ γ)ε2n.
≤α(s+ γ)(s− 1 + γ)
2
|||F s − F spi∗ |||2F +
1
α
L2ψ2 + α(s+ γ)ε2n.
Summing the above inequality over s = 0, . . . t yields
α(t+ γ)(t+ 1 + γ)
2
|||F t+1 − F t+1pi∗ |||2F ≤
αγ2
2
|||F 0 − F 0pi∗ |||2F +
t+ 1
α
L2ψ2 + α(t+ 1)(t+ γ)ε2n. (36)
Now observe that the assumptions τ ≤ 12 and α ≤ L imply that γ ≥ 4κ
2L2
(1−τ)2α2 ≥ 1. These
inequalities, combined with the facts that |||F 0 − F 0pi∗ |||F ≤ (1 − τ)σr by assumption and ψ/κ = σr,
when applied to the bound (36), yield
|||F t+1 − F t+1pi∗ |||2F ≤
γ2
(t+ γ)(t+ 1 + γ)
(1− τ)2σ2r +
(t+ 1)γ/2
(t+ γ)(t+ 1 + γ)
(1− τ)2ψ
2
κ2
+
2(t+ 1)
t+ 1 + γ
ε2n
=
γ2 + (t+ 1)γ/2
(t+ γ)(t+ 1 + γ)
(1− τ)2σ2r +
2(t+ 1)
t+ 1 + γ
ε2n. (37)
This bound, together with the assumed bound εn ≤ (1−τ)σr2 yields
|||F t+1 − F t+1pi∗ |||2F ≤
γ2 + (t+ 1)γ/2 + (t+ 1)(t+ γ)/2
(t+ γ)(t+ 1 + γ)
(1− τ)2σ2r ≤ (1− τ)2σ2r = ρ2
whence d(F t+1, F ∗) ≤ ρ, thereby proving the induction hypothesis for t+ 1.
Moreover, since γ ≥ 1, the inequality (37) implies that
|||F t+1 − F ∗t+1|||2F ≤
γ
t+ γ
(1− τ)2σ2r + 2ε2n ≤
20L2ψ2
(t+ 1)α2
+ 4ε2n,
thereby establishing the bound (17) stated in the theorem.
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5.1.1 Proof of Lemma 1
We use the shorthand σk = σk(F ∗) for k = 1, . . . , r. Since d(F, F ∗) = min
A∈E(M∗)
|||F −A|||F < σr, there
must exist a matrix F ∗0 ∈ E(M∗) such that
|||F − F ∗0 |||op ≤ |||F − F ∗0 |||F < σr. (38)
It follows that the matrix F must have full column rank with all its singular values contained in
the interval
[
σr − d(F, F ∗), σ1 + d(F, F ∗)
]
. Let Ir denote the r-dimensional identity matrix, and
the rank-r SVD of F ∗0 be F ∗0 = V SR>, where V ∈ Rd×r, S = diag(σ1, . . . , σr) and R ∈ Rr×r is
orthonormal. Any unit vector in Rr has the form Rw for some unit vector w ∈ Rr, and F>F ∗0Rw =
(F ∗0 + F − F ∗0 )>V Sw = (RS + (F − F ∗0 )>V )Sw. We therefore have the bound
‖F>F ∗0Rw‖2 ≥ σmin(RS + (F − F ∗0 )>V )‖Sw‖2 ≥ (σmin(RS)− d(F, F ∗))σr = (σr − d(F, F ∗))σr.
It follows that the r-dimensional matrix U : = F>F ∗0 satisfies σr(U) ≥ (σr − d(F, F ∗))σr > 0 and is
thus invertible. A similar argument shows that σ1(U) ≤ (σ1 + d(F, F ∗))σ1.
Defining the matrix Fpi∗ : = F ∗0U>(UU>)−1/2, it is easy to verify Fpi∗ ∈ E(M∗). Observe that
F>Fpi∗ = F>F ∗0U
>(UU>)−1/2 = UU>(UU>)−1/2 = (UU>)1/2,
which is symmetric and positive definite since U has strictly positive singular values. It is then clear
that the matrix (F − Fpi∗)>Fpi∗ is symmetric.
Any matrix A ∈ E(M∗) can be written as A = Fpi∗Ξ for some orthonormal matrix Ξ ∈ Rr×r,
whence
trace(F>A) = trace
(
(UU>)1/2Ξ
) ≤ |||Ξ|||op r∑
i=1
σi(U) =
r∑
i=1
σi(U). (39)
Noting that
|||F − Fpi∗ |||2F = |||F |||2F + |||Fpi∗ |||2F − 2 trace
(
(UU>)1/2
)
= |||F |||2F + |||A|||2F − 2
r∑
i=1
σi(U),
we thus have the bound
|||F − Fpi∗ |||2F ≤ |||F |||2F + |||A|||2F − 2 trace
(
F>A
)
= |||F −A|||2F.
Since A was arbitrary in E(M∗). we conclude that Fpi∗ is a constrained minimizer of |||F − F ∗|||F
over E(M∗).
Finally, we claim that the inequality in (39) is strict if Ξ 6= Ir, so that Fpi∗ is in fact the
unique minimizer, as claimed. To establish this strictness, suppose that the SVD of (UU>)1/2 is
given by (UU>)1/2 = R′ΣR′>, where Σ = diag
(
σ1(U), . . . , σr(U)
)
and R′ is an r × r orthonormal
matrix. Then trace
(
(UU>)1/2Ξ
)
= trace(ΣR′>ΞR′) = trace(ΣΞ′), where Ξ′ : = R′>ΞR′ is also
orthonormal. If Ξ 6= Ir, then Ξ′ 6= Ir and therefore
trace
(
(UU>)1/2Ξ
)
=
r∑
i=1
σi(U)Ξ
′
ii <
r∑
i=1
σi(U)‖Ξ′i·‖2 =
r∑
i=1
σi(U),
where the inequality follows from the facts that σi(U) > 0 for each index i ∈ [r], and since Ξ′ 6= Ir,
we must have |Ξ′ii| < 1 = ‖Ξ′i·‖2 for some index i ∈ [r].
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5.2 Proof of Theorem 2
We will in fact prove a slightly stronger form of the theorem, where the L-Lipschitz condition is
replaced by the following relaxed condition:
|〈〈∇M L˜n(F⊗F ), F − F ′〉〉| ≤ L
(|||F ∗|||2op + |||F ∗|||op|||F − F ′|||F), (40)
valid for all F ∈ F ∩ B2((1− τ2)σr(F ∗);F ∗) and F ′ ∈ F . We use the step size choice ηt : = cτ αβ =
τ4(1−τ)8
C
α
κ6β2
, where C = 272.
As in the proof of Theorem 1, we will show that d(F t, F ∗) ≤ (1−τ)ψ for all iterates t = 0, 1, 2, . . ..
We do so via induction on the event Et previously defined in equation (33). As before, the
base event E0 holds by the theorem’s conditions. The induction step is based on assuming that
Et holds, and then showing that Et+1 also holds. As before, it suffices to establish the bound
d(F t+1, F ∗) ≤ (1− τ)ψ. The proof is divided into several steps below.
Showing that d(F t+1, F ∗) ≤ ρ = (1 − τ2)ψ: In the first step, we establish a slightly weaker
bound on d(F t+1, F ∗).
In view of Lemma 1, the matrix F spi∗ : = arg minA∈E(M∗) |||A − F s|||F is uniquely defined for
each time step s ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t}. Recall that the iterate F t+1 is an optimal solution to the convex
optimization problem (3). Consequently, the first-order conditions for optimality imply that
〈〈G˜t + 1
ηt
Λt, −F t+1 + F 〉〉 ≥ 0, ∀F ∈ F . (41)
Applying this condition with F = F t and using the relaxed Lipschitz condition (50) with the
assumption L = β, we obtain
|||Λt|||2F ≤ ηt〈〈G˜t, −Λt〉〉 ≤ ηtβ(ψ2 + ψ|||Λt|||F) =
τ8(1− τ)2α
Cκ6β
(ψ2 + ψ|||Λt|||F).
With the constant C = 272 and the fact that max{τ, 1/κ, α/β} ≤ 1, this inequality implies that
|||Λt|||F ≤ τ(1− τ)ψ and hence that
d(F t+1, F ∗) ≤ |||F t+1 − F tpi∗ |||F ≤ |||F t − F tpi∗ |||F + |||Λt|||F ≤ (1− τ2)ψ. (42)
Note that we have not yet completed the induction step, but the bound (42) is useful below.
Establishing a recursive bound: With F t+1 satisfying the bound (42), Lemma 1 guarantees
that the matrix F t+1pi∗ : = arg minA∈E(M∗) |||F ∗ − F t+1|||F is well-defined. Our analysis involves the
matrix differences ∆ss′ : = F
s−F s′pi∗ , defined by pairs s, s′ ∈ {0, 1, . . . , t+1}. The following inequality
is central to our analysis:
1
ηt
〈〈Λt, −∆t+1t 〉〉 ≥
α
2
|||∆t+1t+1|||2F −
136κ6β2|||Λt|||2F
ατ8
− 3αε2n. (43)
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We return to prove it shortly; taking it as given for the moment, it follows that
|||∆t+1t+1|||2F ≤ |||∆t+1t |||2F = |||F t+1 − F ∗t |||2F
= |||F t − F t+1 + F t+1 − F ∗t |||2F − |||Λt|||2F + 2〈〈Λt, F t+1 − F ∗t 〉〉
≤ |||∆tt|||2F − |||Λt|||2F + ηt ·
(
−α|||∆t+1t+1|||2F +
272κ6β2
ατ8
|||Λt|||2F + 6αε2n
)
= |||∆tt|||2F − |||Λt|||2F −
α2τ8(1− τ)2
Cκ6β2
|||∆t+1t+1|||2F +
272(1− τ)2
C
|||Λt|||2F +
6α2τ8(1− τ)2
Cκ6β2
ε2n
≤ |||∆tt|||2F −
α2τ8
Cκ6β2
|||∆t+1t+1|||2F +
6α2τ8
Cκ6β2
ε2n.
where we used the step size choice ηt = ατ
8(1−τ)2
Cκ6β2
and the assumption C ≥ 272 in the last two lines.
Rearranging this inequality yields the recursive bound
|||∆t+1t+1|||2F ≤
(
1 +
α2τ8
Cκ6β2
)−1(|||∆tt|||2F + 6α2τ8Cκ6β2 ε2n) ≤ (1− α2τ82Cκ6β2)(|||∆tt|||2F + 6α2τ8Cκ6β2 ε2n). (44)
Completing the induction and proof: Since |||∆tt|||F ≤ (1 − τ)ψ by induction hypothesis and
εn ≤ 1−τ4 ψ by assumption, the inequality (44) above implies
|||∆t+1t+1|||2F ≤
(
1− α
2τ8
2Cκ6β2
)(
1 +
α2τ8
2Cκ6β2
)
(1− τ)2ψ2 ≤ (1− τ)2ψ2,
which completes the induction step. Moreover, by applying the inequality (44) recursively, we find
that
|||∆tt|||2F ≤
(
1− α
2τ8
2Cκ6β2
)t|||∆00|||2F + 2Cκ6β2α2τ8 · 6α2τ8Cκ6β2 ε2n ≤ (1− α2τ82Cκ6β2)t|||∆00|||2F + (4εn)2,
thereby completing the proof of the theorem.
Proof of inequality (43): It remains to prove the intermediate claim (43). With d(F t+1, F ∗) ≤
ρ = (1− τ2)ψ as established in (42), the local descent condition (14) yields
〈〈G˜t+1, ∆t+1t 〉〉 ≥ α|||∆t+1t+1|||2F −
β2
α
|||F t+1pi∗ − F tpi∗ |||2F − αε2n.
In order to proceed, we need a second technical lemma. Recall that κ = σ1(F
∗)
σr(F ∗) is the condition
number of F ∗.
Lemma 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 2, we have
|||F t+1pi∗ − F tpi∗ |||F ≤
10κ3|||Λt|||F
τ4
.
See Section 5.2.1 for the proof of this claim.
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Applying Lemma 2, we find that
〈〈G˜t+1, ∆t+1t 〉〉 ≥ α|||∆t+1t+1|||2F −
100κ6β2
ατ8
|||Λt|||2F − αε2n. (45)
On the other hand, the smoothness condition (16) yields that
〈〈G˜t − G˜t+1, ∆t+1t 〉〉 ≥ −β|||Λt|||F|||∆t+1t |||F − αεn|||∆t+1t |||F.
Together with Lemma 2, we obtain
〈〈G˜t − G˜t+1, ∆t+1t 〉〉 (46)
≥−
(
β|||Λt|||F + αεn
)(
|||∆t+1t+1|||F +
10κ3|||Λt|||F
τ4
)
.
=− β|||Λt|||F|||∆t+1t+1|||F − αεn|||∆t+1t+1|||F −
10κ3β
τ4
|||Λt|||2F −
10κ3α
τ4
εn|||Λt|||F
(i)
≥ −
(α
4
|||∆t+1t+1|||2F +
β2
α
|||Λt|||2F
)
−
(α
4
|||∆t+1t+1|||2F + αε2n
)
− 10κ
3β
τ4
|||Λt|||2F −
(25κ6α
τ8
|||Λt|||2F + αε2n
)
≥− α
2
|||∆t+1t+1|||2F − 2αε2n −
36κ6β2
ατ8
|||Λt|||2F, (47)
where the step (i) follows from the AM-GM inequality.
Finally, the M∗-faithfulness of F ensures that F tpi∗ ∈ F , so that we may apply the bound (41)
with F = F tpi∗ , thereby obtaining
〈〈G˜t + 1
ηt
Λt, −∆t+1t 〉〉 ≥ 0. (48)
Adding together inequalities (45), (47) and (48) yields the claim (43).
5.2.1 Proof of Lemma 2
By dividing through by ψ we may assume that ψ = 1, so σ1(F ∗) = κ, where we recall that κ is the
condition number of F ∗. Define the matrices Us : = (F s)>F tpi∗ for s ∈ {t, t+ 1}, and recall that we
have shown
max
{
|||F t − F tpi∗ |||F, |||F t+1 − F tpi∗ |||F
}
≤ 1− τ2.
The same argument as in the proof of Lemma 1 from the previous section show that the singular
values of Us are in the interval [τ2, κ+(1−τ2)], and we have the expression F spi∗ : = F tpi∗U>s (UsU>s )−1/2
for s ∈ {t, t+ 1}. Since Ut = U>t = (UtU>t )1/2, we have
|||Ut+1 − Ut|||F = |||(F t+1 − F t)>F tpi∗ |||F ≤ σ1|||Λt|||F.
By applying a known perturbation bound for matrix square roots ([29, Lemma 15]), we find that
|||(UtU>t )1/2 − (Ut+1U>t+1)1/2|||F ≤
|||UtU>t − Ut+1U>t+1|||F
σmin((UtU>t )1/2) + σmin((Ut+1U>t+1)1/2)
≤ 1
2τ2
|||UtU>t − Ut+1U>t+1|||F
=
1
2τ2
|||(Ut − Ut+1)U>t + Ut+1(Ut − Ut+1)>|||F
≤ 2κ
2
τ2
|||Λt|||F.
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Moreover, we have
|||U>t
[
(Ut+1U
>
t+1)
−1/2 − (UtU>t )−1/2
]
|||F = |||(Ut+1U>t+1)−1/2
[
(UtU
>
t )
1/2 − (Ut+1U>t+1)1/2
]
|||F
≤ 1
τ2
|||(UtU>t )1/2 − (Ut+1U>t+1)1/2|||F
≤ 2κ
2|||Λt|||F
τ4
.
Putting together the pieces, it follows that
|||F ∗t+1 − F ∗t |||F = |||F tpi∗U>t+1(Ut+1U>t+1)−1/2 − F tpi∗U>t (UtU>t )−1/2|||F
= |||F tpi∗(Ut+1 − Ut)>(Ut+1U>t+1)−1/2 + F tpi∗U>t
[
(Ut+1U
>
t+1)
−1/2 − (UtU>t )−1/2
]
|||F
≤ |||F tpi∗ |||op|||Ut+1 − Ut|||F|||(Ut+1U>t+1)−1/2|||op + |||F tpi∗ |||op|||U>t
[
(Ut+1U
>
t+1)
−1/2 − (UtU>t )−1/2
]
|||F
≤ κ · κ|||Λt|||F · 1
τ2
+ κ · 2κ
2|||Λt|||F
τ4
≤ 10κ
3|||Λt|||F
τ4
,
as claimed.
6 Proofs of corollaries
In this section, we prove the corollaries by applying our general theory.
The general theorems in Section 3 are stated in terms of the loss function L˜n of the fac-
tor variable F . Sometimes it is convenient to work with the original loss function Ln of the
d × d variable M . These two loss functions are related by L˜n(F ) = Ln(F⊗F ) and ∇F L˜n(F ) =[∇MLn(F⊗F ) + (∇MLn(F⊗F ))>]F , and the convergence results can be restated in terms of Ln.
We do so below for the result in Theorem 2.
The following conditions for Ln are the counterparts of the corresponding conditions for L˜n.
Definition 5 (Local descent condition for Ln). For some curvature parameter α, statistical tolerance
εn and radius ρ, we say that the cost function Ln satisfies a local descent condition with parameters
(α, εn, ρ) over F if for each F ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗), there exists Fpi∗ ∈ arg minF ∗∈E(M∗) |||F ∗ − F |||F such
that
〈〈∇MLn(F⊗F ), F⊗F − Fpi∗⊗Fpi∗ + (F − Fpi∗)⊗(F − Fpi∗)〉〉 ≥ 2α|||F − Fpi∗ |||2F −
1
4
αεn|||F − Fpi∗ |||F.
(49)
Definition 6 (Relaxed Local Lipschitz condition for Ln). For some Lipschitz constant L and radius
ρ, we say that the Ln satisfies a relaxed local Lipschitz condition with parameter (L, ρ) over F if for
each F ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗) and F ′ ∈ F ,
|〈〈∇MLn(F⊗F ), (F − F ′)⊗ F 〉〉| ≤ 1
2
L
(|||F ∗|||2op + |||F ∗|||op|||F − F ′|||F). (50)
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Of course, this relaxed Lipschitz condition for Ln is implied by a Lipschitz condition of the form
|||∇MLn(F⊗F )F |||F ≤ 1
2
L|||F ∗|||op, ∀F ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗). (51)
Definition 7 (Local smoothness condition for Ln). For some curvature and smoothness parameters
α and β, statistical tolerance εn and radius ρ, we say that the loss function Ln satisfies a local
smoothness condition with parameters (α, β, εn, ρ) over F if for each F, F ′, F ′′ ∈ F ∩B2(ρ;F ∗) and
any F ∗ ∈ E(M∗),
|〈〈∇MLn(F⊗F )−∇MLn(F ′⊗F ′), F ′ ⊗ (F − F ∗)〉〉| ≤ 1
4
(
β|||F − F ′|||F + αεn
)|||F − F ∗|||F, (52a)
|〈〈∇MLn(F⊗F ), (F − F ∗)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉| ≤ 1
4
(
β|||F ′ − F ′′|||F + αεn
)|||F − F ∗|||F. (52b)
Now suppose that for some numbers α, β, L, εn and τ with 0 < α ≤ β = L, 0 < τ < 1 and
εn ≤ 1−τ4 σr(F ∗), the empirical loss Ln satisfies the local descent, relaxed Lipschitz and smoothness
conditions in Definitions 5–7 over F with parameters α, β, L, εn and ρ = (1−τ2)σr(F ∗), that the set
F is M∗-faithful and convex, and that the matrix ∇Ln(M) is symmetric for any symmetric matrix
M . As we show in the proof of Theorem 3, the loss function L˜n then satisfies the corresponding
conditions with the same parameters. Consequently, we have the following result:
Theorem 3. Under the previously stated conditions, the conclusion in Theorem 2 holds.
See Section A for the proof of this claim.
In remainder of this section, we verify the above conditions for each of our examples. It is easy
to see that in these examples the matrix ∇Ln(M) is indeed symmetric for any symmetric M , so it
remains to verify the conditions in Definitions 5–7 for Ln and the M∗-faithfulness of F .
Recall that σi and κ are the i-th singular value and the condition number of F ∗, respectively.
Throughout this section, we let F be an arbitrary matrix in F ∩B2(ρ;F ∗) andM = F⊗F , where F
and ρ are specified for each of our examples. In all these examples ρ < σr, so Lemma 1 guarantees
that we can write Fpi∗ : = arg minA∈E(M∗) |||A− F |||F and ∆ : = F − Fpi∗ , and ∆>Fpi∗ is a symmetric
matrix. Let F ∗ be an arbitrary matrix in E(M∗), and recall thatM∗ = F ∗⊗F ∗ = Fpi∗⊗Fpi∗ . Denote
by C, c, c1 etc. positive universal constants, whose values could change from line to line.
6.1 Proof of Corollary 2
We begin by proving our claims for the matrix sensing observation model. By dividing through by
σr, we may assume without loss of generality σr = 1, so κ = σ1. Recall that α = 6δ4r, L = β = 64κ2,
εn =
2
√
rκ|||n−1X∗n()|||op
δ4r
and ρ = 1 − 12δ4r. It is a standard result that RIP implies preservation of
inner products between low rank matrices, as summarized in the lemma below:
Lemma 3. If Xn satisfies a RIP-δ4r condition, then
1
n
∣∣∣〈Xn(A), Xn(B)〉 − 〈A, B〉∣∣∣ ≤ δ4r|||A|||F|||B|||F for all matrices A,B ∈ Rd×d of rank at most 2r.
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For completeness, we provide a proof in Appendix B.1.
Under the matrix sensing observation model (6), the gradient of Ln takes the form
∇Ln(F⊗F ) = 1
n
X∗nXn(F⊗F − F ∗⊗F ∗)−
1
n
X∗n(), (53)
Below we verify the local descent, Lipschitz and smoothness conditions.
Local descent: We have the decomposition 〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 = T1 + T2, where
T1 : =
1
n
〈〈X∗nXn(M −M∗), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 and T2 : = −
1
n
〈〈X∗n(), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉.
Lemma 3 implies that
T1 =
1
n
〈〈Xn(M −M∗), Xn(M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆)〉〉
≥ 〈〈M −M∗, M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 − δ4r|||M −M∗|||F|||M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆|||F.
Since the matrix ∆>Fpi∗ is symmetric, some algebra shows that
〈〈M −M∗, M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 = 〈〈Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗ + ∆⊗∆, Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗ + 2∆⊗∆〉〉
= 2|||Fpi∗ ⊗∆|||2F + 2〈〈Fpi∗ ⊗∆, ∆⊗∆〉〉+ 2|||(Fpi∗)>∆ + ∆>∆|||2F
≥ 2|||Fpi∗ ⊗∆|||F
(|||Fpi∗ ⊗∆|||F − |||∆|||2F)
In addition, we have
|||M −M∗|||F|||M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆|||F = |||Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗ + ∆⊗∆|||F|||Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗ + 2∆⊗∆|||F
≤ (2|||Fpi∗ ⊗∆|||F + |||∆|||2F)(2|||Fpi∗ ⊗∆|||F + 2|||∆|||2F).
It follows that
T1 ≥ |||Fpi∗ ⊗∆|||F
(
(2− 4δ4r)|||Fpi∗ ⊗∆|||F − (2 + 6δ4r)|||∆|||2F
)
− 2δ4r|||∆|||4F
≥ |||∆|||F
(
(2− 4δ4r)|||∆|||F − (2 + 6δ4r)(1− 12δ4r)|||∆|||F
)
− 2δ4r|||∆|||2F ≥ 12δ4r|||∆|||2F,
where the second step uses the inequalities |||Fpi∗⊗∆|||F ≥ σr|||∆|||F = |||∆|||F and |||∆|||F ≤ ρ = 1−12δ4r.
On the other hand, we have
|T2| ≤|||n−1X∗n()|||op ·
√
2r|||M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆|||F
≤|||n−1X∗n()|||op ·
√
2r
(
2|||Fpi∗ ⊗∆|||F + 2|||∆|||2F
) ≤ |||n−1X∗n()|||op · 6√rκ|||∆|||F,
where the last step uses the inequalities |||Fpi∗ ⊗ ∆|||F ≤ σ1(Fpi∗)|||∆|||F = κ|||∆|||F and |||∆|||F ≤ 1.
Combining this upper bound with our lower bound on T1, we find that
〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 ≥ 12δ4r
(
|||∆|||2F −
√
rκ
2δ4r
|||n−1X∗n()|||op|||∆|||F
)
,
thereby establishing the local descent condition (49) for Ln.
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Local Lipschitz and smoothness: We have the following variational representation:
|||∇L˜n(F )|||F = sup
H∈Rd×r
|||H|||F=1
〈〈∇Ln(F⊗F ), H ⊗ F 〉〉.
Using the form of the gradient ∇Ln given in equation (53), we have
∇Ln(F⊗F )−∇Ln(F ′⊗F ′) = 1
n
X∗nXn
(
F⊗F − F ′⊗F ′
)
.
Note moreover that 0 ∈ B2(1;F ∗), α ≤ L = β and εn ≤ 1. Using these facts, it can be verified that
the local Lipschitz and smoothness conditions (51)–(52b) for Ln are implied by a bound of the form
|〈〈n−1X∗nXn(F⊗F − F ′⊗F ′), H ⊗G〉〉|+|〈〈n−1X∗n(), H ⊗G〉〉| ≤
1
8κ
(
β|||F−F ′|||F+αεn
)
|||H|||F|||G|||op,
(54)
valid for all F, F ′ ∈ B2(1;F ∗) and for all H,G ∈ Rd×r.
Let us prove the bound (54). Lemma 3 guarantees that
|〈〈n−1X∗nXn(F⊗F − F ′⊗F ′), H ⊗G〉〉| ≤ (1 + δ4r)|||F⊗F − F ′⊗F ′|||F · |||H|||F|||G|||op
≤ (1 + δ4r)
(|||F |||op + |||F ′|||op)|||F − F ′|||F · |||H|||F|||G|||op
≤ 8κ|||F − F ′|||F|||H|||F|||G|||op,
where the last step follows from the facts that |||F |||op ≤ |||F ∗|||op+d(F, F ∗) ≤ 2κ for all F ∈ B2(1;F ∗)
and δ4r ≤ 1. We also have
|〈〈n−1X∗n(), H ⊗G〉〉| ≤ |||n−1X∗n()|||op · |||H ⊗G|||nuc ≤ |||n−1X∗n()|||op ·
√
r|||H|||F|||G|||op.
Combining these inequalities and recalling the values of α, β, εn yields the claim (54).
6.2 Proof of Corollary 1
We now turn to the proof of our claims for the matrix completion model. By dividing through
by |||F ∗|||op and using the equal eigenvalue assumption, we may assume without loss of generality
|||F ∗|||op = σr(F ∗) = 1. We first show that F is M∗-faithful. Note that F is the set of matrices with
each row in the `2 ball of radius γ : =
√
2µ
dr |||F 0|||op. Because F 0 ∈ B2(15 ;F ∗), we have |||F 0|||op ≥
4
5 |||F ∗|||op, whence γ ≥
√
µ
dr |||F ∗|||op. Combined with the definition of the incoherence parameter µ,
we see that any matrix F ∗ ∈ E(M∗) satisfies the maximum row norm bound ‖F ∗‖2,∞ ≤ γ, so that
F ∗ ∈ F as desired.
For future reference, we make note of a useful property satisfied by any matrices F ∈ F ∩
B2(ρ;F ∗) and F ∗ ∈ E(M∗). As a consequence of the clipping operation ΠF , the row norms of the
matrices F and F − F ∗ satisfy the bounds
‖F‖2,∞ ≤
√
2µr
d
|||F 0|||op ≤ 2
√
µr
d
|||F ∗|||op ≤ 2
√
µr
d
and (55a)
‖F − F ∗‖2,∞ ≤ ‖F‖2,∞ + ‖F ∗‖2,∞ ≤ 3
√
µr
d
(55b)
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where we use the inequality |||F 0|||op ≤ |||F ∗|||op + d(F 0, F ∗) ≤ 65 |||F ∗|||op and the normalization as-
sumption |||F ∗|||op = 1. Inequality (55b) applies in particular to the difference matrix ∆ : = F − Fpi∗ ,
where we recall that the matrix Fpi∗ : = arg minA∈E(M∗) |||A − F |||F is uniquely defined thanks to
Lemma 1.
It remains to verify that the local descent, Lipschitz and smoothness conditions are satisfied
with high probability. Under the matrix completion observation model (19), the gradient takes the
form ∇Ln(M) = 1pΠΩ(M −M∗ − E), where ΠΩ is the projection operator. We need two technical
lemmas. The first lemma shows that the projection operator ΠΩ approximately preserves inner
products between matrices whose column or row spaces are equal to the column space of F ∗.
Lemma 4. There is a universal constant c such that for any 0 <  < 1 and p ≥ cµr log d
2d
, uniformly
for all H,G ∈ Rd×r, we have
|p−1〈〈ΠΩ (F ∗ ⊗H), ΠΩ(G⊗ F ∗)〉〉 − 〈〈F ∗ ⊗H, G⊗ F ∗〉〉| ≤ |||F ∗|||2op|||H|||F|||G|||F, (56a)
|p−1〈〈ΠΩ (F ∗ ⊗H), ΠΩ(F ∗ ⊗G)〉〉 − 〈〈F ∗ ⊗H, F ∗ ⊗G〉〉| ≤ |||F ∗|||2op|||H|||F|||G|||F, (56b)
with probability at least 1− 2d−3.
See Appendix C.1 for the proof of this claim.
Our second lemma is useful for controlling the projection of “small” matrices to Ω.
Lemma 5. There is a universal constant c > 0 such that for any  ∈ (0, 1) and p ≥ C
2
(µ2r2
d +
log d
d
)
,
then unformly for all matrices Z ∈ Rd×d, G ∈ Rd×r and H with ‖H‖2,∞ ≤ 6
√
µr
d , we have
p−1|||ΠΩ(H ⊗H)|||2F ≤ (1 + )|||H|||4F + |||H|||2F, (57a)
p−1|||ΠΩ(Z)H|||2F ≤ 72µr|||ΠΩ(Z)|||2F, (57b)
p−1|||ΠΩ(φ⊗ ω)|||2F ≤ 72µr|||G|||2F (57c)
with probability at least 1− 2d−4.
See Section C.2 for the proof of this claim.
For the remainder of the proof, we condition on the intersection of the events in Lemmas 4
and 5.
Local descent: We have the decomposition 〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 = T1 − T2, where
T1 : =
1
p
〈〈ΠΩ(M −M∗), ΠΩ(M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆)〉〉, and T2 : = 1
p
〈〈ΠΩ(E), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉.
Our strategy is to lower bound T1 and upper bound |T2|. Beginning with T1, we have
T1 = p
−1〈〈ΠΩ(Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗ + ∆⊗∆), ΠΩ(Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗ + 2∆⊗∆)〉〉
≥ p−1
(
|||ΠΩ(Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗)|||F − 2|||ΠΩ(∆⊗∆)|||F
)(
|||ΠΩ(Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗)|||F − |||ΠΩ(∆⊗∆)|||F
)
.
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Recall that p ≥ C
2
(
µ2r2
d +
µrd
d
)
by assumption of the corollary. By Lemma 4, we find that
p−1|||ΠΩ(Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗)|||2F ≥ (1− )|||Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗ |||2F ≥ 2(1− )|||∆|||2F,
where the last step follow from the inequality
|||Fpi∗⊗∆+∆⊗Fpi∗ |||2F = 2|||Fpi∗⊗∆|||2F+2〈〈Fpi∗ ⊗∆, ∆⊗ Fpi∗〉〉 = 2|||Fpi∗⊗∆|||2F+2|||∆>Fpi∗ |||2F ≥ 2|||∆|||2F
thanks to the symmetry of the matrix ∆>Fpi∗ (cf. Lemma 1). Since ‖∆‖2,∞ ≤ 3
√
µr
d and |||∆|||F ≤ 35 ,
we can use the inequality (57a) from Lemma 5 to get
p−1|||ΠΩ(∆⊗∆)|||2F ≤ (1 + )|||∆|||4F + |||∆|||2F ≤
9
25
(1 + 4)|||∆|||2F. (58)
With the constant  sufficiently small, we get that 2|||ΠΩ(∆⊗∆)|||F ≤ |||ΠΩ(F ∗⊗∆ + ∆⊗F ∗)|||F and
T1 ≥ |||∆|||2F
(√
2(1− )− 6
5
√
1 + 4
)(√
2(1− )− 3
5
√
1 + 4
) ≥ 4
25
|||∆|||2F. (59a)
On the other hand, we have
|T2| ≤ 1
p
|||ΠΩ(E)|||op ·
√
r|||M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆|||F ≤ 4
√
r
p
|||ΠΩ(E)|||op · |||∆|||F. (59b)
Combining inequalities (59a) and (59b) with our original decomposition yields
〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 ≥ 4
25
|||∆|||2F −
4
√
r
p
|||ΠΩ(E)|||op · |||∆|||F,
showing that the local descent (49) for Ln holds with α = 225 and εn = 100
√
r
p |||ΠΩ(E)|||op.
Local Lipschitz and smoothness: Observe that α ≤ L = β and max{ρ, εn} ≤ 1, ‖F−F ′‖2,∞ ≤
6
√
µr
d for all F, F
′ ∈ F , and
|||∇Ln(F )F |||F = sup
G∈Rd×r,|||G|||F≤1
〈〈∇Ln(F⊗F ), G⊗ F 〉〉.
Using these facts, it follows that the Lipschitz and smoothness conditions (51)–(52b) for Ln can be
verified by showing that∣∣∣∣∣〈〈ΠΩ(F⊗F − F ′⊗F ′), G⊗H〉〉p
∣∣∣∣∣+
∣∣∣∣∣〈〈ΠΩ(E), G⊗H〉〉p
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 18(β|||F − F ′|||F + αεn|||H|||op)|||G|||F, (60)
valid for all F, F ′ ∈ F ∩ B2(1;F ∗), and for all matrices H,G ∈ Rd×r such that ‖H‖2,∞ ≤ 6
√
µr
d .
Let us now verify the bound (60). For an arbitrary F ∗ ∈ E(M∗), define the matrices Λ = F ′−F ,
∆1 = F − F ∗ and ∆2 = F ′ − F ∗, and observe that
|||ΠΩ(F⊗F − F ′⊗F ′)|||F√
p
=
|||ΠΩ(F ∗ ⊗ Λ + Λ⊗ F ∗ + Λ⊗∆2 + ∆1 ⊗ Λ)|||F√
p
≤ |||ΠΩ(F
∗ ⊗ Λ)|||F√
p︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
+
|||ΠΩ(Λ⊗∆2)|||F√
p︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
+
|||ΠΩ(∆1 ⊗ Λ)|||F√
p︸ ︷︷ ︸
T3
.
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Lemma 4 implies that T1 ≤ (1 + )|||F ∗ ⊗ Λ + Λ ⊗ F ∗|||F ≤ 2(1 + )|||Λ|||F, whereas inequality (57c)
from Lemma 5 ensures that max{T2, T3} ≤ 6
√
2µr|||Λ|||F. Combining these bounds yields
|||ΠΩ(F⊗F − F ′⊗F ′)|||F√
p
≤ 14
√
2µr|||F − F ′|||F. (61)
On the other hand, using the inequality (57b) from Lemma 5, we have
|p−1〈〈ΠΩ(F⊗F − F⊗F ′), G⊗H〉〉| ≤ p−1/2 · |||p−1/2ΠΩ(F⊗F − F ′⊗F ′)H|||F|||G|||F
≤ 6
√
2µr
p
|||ΠΩ(F⊗F − F ′⊗F ′)|||F|||G|||F.
Combining with the earlier inequality (61) yields
|p−1〈〈ΠΩ(F⊗F − F⊗F ′), G⊗H〉〉| ≤ 168µr|||F − F ′|||F|||G|||F.
Finally, observe that
|p−1〈〈ΠΩ(E), G⊗H〉〉| ≤ 1
p
|||ΠΩ(E)|||op|||G⊗H|||nuc ≤
√
r
p
|||ΠΩ(E)|||op|||G|||F|||H|||op.
Combining the last two inequalities establishes the claim (60), thereby completing the proof of
Corollary 1.
6.3 Proof of Corollary 3
We now prove our claims for the sparse PCA model. Define the sampling noise matrixW : = Σ̂n−Σ,
corresponding to the deviation between the sample and population covariance matrices. Recall
that Σ = γ
(
F ∗⊗F ∗) + Id with |||F ∗|||op = 1. Under the spiked covariance model (9), we have
∇Ln(Θ) = −Σ̂n = −(Σ +W ). Let R index the non-zero rows of F ∗; observe that the choice of R
does not depend on the choice of F ∗ in E(M∗).
In light of Remark 1, we have E(M∗) ⊆ F , which guarantees the M∗-faithfulness condition. It
remains to verify the local descent, Lipschitz and smoothness conditions.
Local descent: For a given matrix F , let Fpi∗ be its projection onto E(M∗), and deifne ∆ =
F − Fpi∗ . Since Fpi∗⊗Fpi∗ = F ∗⊗F ∗, we have
〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 = −〈〈Σ, M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
−〈〈W, M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
.
The remainder of the proof consists of lower bounding T1 and T2.
Beginning with T1, observe that
T1 = −〈〈γFpi∗⊗Fpi∗ + I, Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗ + 2∆⊗∆〉〉
= −2γ(〈Fpi∗ , ∆〉+ |||∆>Fpi∗ |||2F)− 2〈〈Fpi∗ , ∆〉〉 − 2|||∆|||2F.
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By Lemma 1, the matrix F>Fpi∗ is positive semidefinite, and has operator norm bounded as
|||F>Fpi∗ |||op ≤ |||F |||op|||Fpi∗ |||op ≤ 1, so that the matrix −∆>Fpi∗ = Ir−F>Fpi∗ is also positive semidef-
inite. We therefore have the bound
|||∆>Fpi∗ |||2F ≤ |||∆>Fpi∗ |||nuc|||∆>Fpi∗ |||op = − trace(∆>Fpi∗) · |||∆>Fpi∗ |||op.
Combined with the bound |||F |||op ≤ 1 and the orthonormality of Fpi∗ , we find that
−〈Fpi∗ , ∆〉 = −〈Fpi∗ , F 〉+ |||Fpi∗ |||2F ≥ −〈Fpi∗ , F 〉+
1
2
|||Fpi∗ |||2F +
1
2
|||F |||2F =
1
2
|||∆|||2F.
It follows that
T1 ≥ γ|||∆|||2F
(
1− |||∆>Fpi∗ |||op
)
+ |||∆|||2F − 2|||∆|||2F ≥ |||∆|||2F
(
γτ2 − 1),
where in the last inequality we use |||∆>Fpi∗ |||op ≤ |||∆|||op ≤ 1 − τ2. Combined with the assumption
γ ≥ 2
τ2
, it thus follows that T1 ≥ γτ22 |||∆|||2F.
In order to bound T2, we require control on how the matrix W behaves when acting on matrices
in the set C(k) : = {U ∈ Rd×r | ‖U‖2,1 ≤
√
k|||U |||F}.
Lemma 6. There is a universal constant c > 0 such that
|〈〈W, U ⊗ V 〉〉| ≤ c max
{√k log d
n
,
k log d
n
}
(γ + 1)|||U |||F|||V |||F, for all U, V ∈ C(k) (62)
with probability at least 1− 2d−4.
See Appendix D for the proof of this lemma; it is based on variants of techniques from Lemma 12
of Loh and Wainwright [46].
Now observe that the row sparsity of F ∗ implies F ∗ ∈ C(k), ∀F ∗ ∈ E(M∗). Recall that R is
the row support set of F ∗, with Rc denoting its complement. Since F ∈ F , we are guaranteed
that ‖F‖2,1 ≤ ‖F ∗‖2,1, which implies the cone inequality ‖∆Rc‖2,1 ≤ ‖∆R‖2,1. By assumption
|R| ≤ k, whence ‖∆‖2,1 ≤
√
k|||∆|||F. It follows that ∆ ∈ C(k). Applying Lemma 6, we find that
with probability at least 1− 8d−4,
|T2| =
∣∣2〈〈W, Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + 2∆⊗∆〉〉∣∣ ≤ 2|(Fpi∗)>W∆|+ 2|∆>W∆|
≤ 4cmax
{√k log d
n
,
k log d
n
}
(γ + 1)
√
r|||∆|||F.
Combining the bounds for T1 and T2 proves that the local descent condition (49) for Ln is satisfied.
Local Lipschitz Let us verify the relaxed Lipschitz condition (50). Observe that for all matrices
F ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗), F ′ ∈ F and F ∗ ∈ E(M∗), we have F = F ∗ + (F − F ∗) and
F − F ′ = (F − F ∗)− (F ′ − F ∗).
Following the argument above one can show that the three matrices F ∗, F −F ∗, F ′−F ∗ all belong
to the set C(k). Consequently, Lemma 6 guarantees that with probability at least 1− 8d−4,
|〈〈W, (F − F ′)⊗ F 〉〉| ≤ 2cmax
{√k log d
n
,
k log d
n
}
(γ + 1) · (|||F ∗|||F + |||F − F ∗|||F)(|||F − F ∗|||F + |||F ′ − F ∗|||F)
≤ 12cmax
{√k log d
n
,
k log d
n
}
(γ + 1) · √r︸ ︷︷ ︸
3
4
αεn
,
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where in the last inequality we use |||F ′ − F ∗|||F ≤
√
r(|||F ′|||op + |||F ∗|||op) ≤ 2
√
r. It follows that
|〈〈∇Ln(F ), (F − F ′)⊗ F 〉〉| ≤ |〈〈Σ, (F − F ′)⊗ F 〉〉|+ |〈〈W, (F − F ′)⊗ F 〉〉|
≤ |||Σ|||op
√
r|||F − F ′|||F|||F |||op + 3
4
αεn
≤ 2(γ + 1)√r|||F − F ′|||F + 3
4
αεn
≤ 2(γ + 1)√r(1 + |||F − F ′|||F),
where the last inequality follows from εn ≤ 1 and α ≤ 2(γ + 1)
√
r. Thus, we have established the
relaxed Lipschitz condition (50) for Ln.
Local smoothness: Since ∇Ln(F⊗F )−∇Ln(F ′⊗F ′) = 0, the first smoothness condition (52a)
for Lnis satisfied trivially. On the other hand, we have
|〈〈∇Ln(M), (F − F ∗)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉| ≤ |〈〈Σ, (F − F ∗)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉|+ |〈〈W, (F − F ∗)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉|
≤ (γ + 1)√r|||F − F ∗|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F + |〈〈W, (F − F ∗)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉|.
Following the same argument above, we can show that F − F ∗, F ′ − F ∗, F ′′ − F ∗ ∈ C(k), whence
Lemma 6 guarantees that
|〈〈W, (F − F ∗)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉| ≤c(γ + 1) max
{√k log d
n
,
k log d
n
}
· |||F − F ∗|||F
(|||F ′ − F ∗|||F + |||F ′′ − F ∗|||F)
(i)
≤2c(γ + 1)√rmax
{√k log d
n
,
k log d
n
}
· |||F − F ∗|||F
=
1
8
αεn,
with probability at least 1− 8d−4. Here step (i) follows from the inequality max{|||F ′−F ∗|||F, |||F ′′−
F ∗|||F} ≤
√
r, valid for any pair F ′, F ′′ ∈ B2(ρ;F ∗). We conclude that
|〈〈∇Ln(M), (F − F ∗)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉| ≤ (γ + 1)
√
r|||F − F ∗|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F + 1
8
αεn|||F − F ∗|||F,
thereby establishing the second smoothness condition (52b) for Ln.
6.4 Proof of Corollary 4
We now prove our claims for the planted densest subgraph model. Since E(M∗) is a two-element
set, it follows that for any vector F ∈ F ∩B2(ρ;F ∗), the projection Fpi∗ : = arg min
F ∗∈E(M∗)
|||F ∗−F |||F
is always equal to the cluster membership vector. The M∗-invariance of the set F thus follows.
Under the planted densest subgraph model, the expectation of the shifted adjacency matrix S has
the expression
S : =E[S] =
p− q
2
{
2F ∗⊗F ∗ − 1⊗1
}
,
where 1 ∈ Rd denotes a vector of all ones. The noise matrix W : = S − S has i.i.d. zero mean
entries with variance bounded by p. The gradient of Ln is given by ∇Ln(F⊗F ) = −2SF . Below
we verify the local descent, Lipschitz and smoothness conditions.
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local descent: We have the decomposition
〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 = −2〈〈S, Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗∆〉〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
−2〈〈W, Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗∆〉〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
.
We proceed by lower bounding T1 and upper bounding |T2|.
Beginning with the term T1, for any feasible deviation ∆, the two matrices −S and F ∗∆> have
the same sign on each entry, whence
−2〈〈S, F ∗ ⊗∆〉〉 = (p− q)‖F ∗ ⊗∆‖1 ≥ (p− q)k‖∆‖1.
On the other hand, the bounds |||∆|||F ≤ 25 |||F ∗|||op = 2
√
k
5 and ‖F‖1 ≤ k = ‖F ∗‖1 imply that
‖∆‖1 ≤ 2
√
k|||∆|||F ≤ 45k, from which it follows that
|2〈〈S, ∆⊗∆〉〉| ≤ 2‖S‖∞‖∆⊗∆‖1 = (p− q)‖∆‖21 ≤
4
5
(p− q)k‖∆‖1.
Putting together the piecesr, we obtain the lower bound T1 ≥ 15(p− q)k‖∆‖1.
Now turning to term T2, by Bernstein’s inequality and Proposition 1, there is a universal constant
c0 > 0 such that
‖WF ∗‖∞ ≤ c0
√
pk log d and |||W |||op ≤ c0
√
pd+ pk log d,
with probability at least 1− d−3. On this event, the term T2 can be bounded as
|T2| ≤ 2
(‖WF ∗‖∞‖∆‖1 + |||W |||op|||∆|||2F)
≤ 2c0
(√
pk log d‖∆‖1 +
√
pd+ pk log d|||∆|||2F
)
(ii)
≤ 1
10
k(p− q)‖∆‖1,
where the step (ii) follows from the clustering condition (27), as well as the upper bound |||∆|||2F ≤
‖d‖∞‖∆‖1 ≤ ‖d‖1, using the fact that ‖∆‖∞ ≤ 1. Combining the bounds for T1 and T2, we conclude
that
〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 ≥ 1
10
k(p− q)‖∆‖1 ≥ 1
10
k(p− q)|||∆|||2F,
thereby establishing the local descent condition (49) for Ln.
Local Lipschitz and smoothness: Since ∇Ln(M)−∇Ln(M ′) = 0, the first smoothness condi-
tion (52a) is satisfied trivially. It remains to verify the second smoothness condition (52b) and the
relaxed Lipschitz condition (50). For each F, F ′, F ′′ ∈ F and G ∈ Rd×r, observe that
|〈〈∇Ln(M), (F −G)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉| ≤ |〈〈S, (F −G)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉|︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
+ |〈〈W, (F −G)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉|︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
.
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Note that the matrices F ′, F ′′ ∈ F satisfy the constraint ∑i F ′ = ∑i F ′′ = k, which implies that
(1⊗1)(F ′ − F ′′) = 0. It follows that T1 can be upper bounded as
T1 =
p− q
2
∣∣∣〈〈2F ∗⊗F ∗ − 1⊗1, (F −G)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉∣∣∣
= (p− q)
∣∣∣〈〈F ∗⊗F ∗, (F −G)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉∣∣∣
≤ (p− q)|||F ∗|||2F|||F −G|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F
= 2(p− q)k|||F −G|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F.
Similarly, the second term can be upper bounded as
T2 ≤|||W |||op|||F −G|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F
(i)
≤c0
√
pd+ pk log d|||F −G|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F
(ii)
≤ 1
64
k(p− q)|||F −G|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F,
where inequality (i) holds with probability at least 1 − d−3 as proved above, and inequality (ii)
holds under the clustering condition (27). Combining the bounds for T1 and T2 with the choice
β = 12(p− q)k, we conclude that
|〈〈∇Ln(M), (F −G)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉| ≤ β
4
|||F −G|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F, ∀F, F ′, F ′′ ∈ F , G ∈ Rd×r.
For an arbitrary F ∗ ∈ E(M∗), setting G = F ∗ in this inequality establishes the smoothness condi-
tion (52b). On the other hand, setting G = 0 and noting that |||F |||2F ≤ ‖F‖1‖F‖∞ ≤ k = |||F ∗|||2op,
we obtain the relaxed Lipschitz condition (50) for Ln.
6.5 Proof of Corollary 5
We now prove our claims for the one-bit matrix completion model. By assumption, the initial matrix
F 0 belongs to the set B2(15 ;F
∗) ∩ F , where the set F is was previously involved in our analysis of
ordinary matrix completion (see Section 6.2). Therefore, following the argument in Remark 1, we
can show that ‖F‖2,∞ ≤ 2
√
µr
d , ‖F − F ∗‖2,∞ ≤ 3
√
µr
d for all F
∗ ∈ E(M∗) and F ∈ B2(;F ∗) ∩ F ,
and that F is M∗-faithful. Consequently, we have for all relevant matrices M∗ and M , we are
guaranteed that
max
{
‖M∗/σ‖∞, ‖M/σ‖∞
}
≤ 4 µr
dσ︸︷︷︸
ν
.
Now define a (random function) H : Rd×d → Rd×d with entries [H(x)]ij : = f
′(x)(−Yij+2f(x)−1)
f(x)(1−f(x)) .
With this notation, we have
∇Ln(M) = 1
σ
ΠΩ [H(M/σ)] . (63)
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For future reference, we claim that each component [H(·)]ij is bounded and 4L4ν-Lipschitz over
[−4ν, 4ν]. This property follows because f satisfies the bounds in equation (29) and |Yij | ≤ 1, so
that |[H(x)]ij | ≤ 2L4ν surely. Moreover, the derivative can be bounded as
|[H ′(x)]ij | =
∣∣∣∣∣f ′′(x)(Yij − 2f(x) + 1)− 2f ′(x)2f(x)(1− f(x)) − f ′(x)(Yij − 2f(x) + 1)f2(x)(1− f(x))2 f ′(x)(1− 2f(x))
∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 4L4ν
which certifies the Lipschitz property.
With this set-up, we are now prepared to establish the local descent, Lipschitz and smoothness
conditions for Ln.
Local descent: Let us introduce the shorthand G(M) : = E[∇Ln(M)] = ∇E[Ln(M)]. We be-
gin by splitting the gradient into two terms, corresponding to the expectation and the zero-mean
deviation, thereby obtaining
〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 = 〈〈G(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
+ 〈〈∇Ln(M)−G(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
.
Controlling T1: For the expectation term T1, we first note that E[Ln(M)] is convex in M and has
the form of expected negative log likelihood, whence
〈〈G(M), M −M∗〉〉 ≥ E[Ln(M)]− E[Ln(M∗)]
= p D
(
f(M∗/σ)‖f(M/σ))
≥ p d2H
(
f(M∗/σ)‖f(M/σ)),
where D(·) and d2H(·) denote the KL and Hellinger distances, respectively. To proceed, we use a
known lower bound (Lemma 2 in the paper [24]) on the Hellinger distance: for matricesX,X ′ ∈ Rd×d
such that ‖X‖∞, ‖X ′‖∞ ≤ a, we have
d2H
(
f(X), f(X ′)
) ≥ |||X −X ′|||2F
8`a
. (64)
Since ‖M/σ‖∞, ‖M∗/σ‖∞ ≤ 4ν, applying the lower bound (64) with a = 4ν yields the lower bound
〈〈G(M), M −M∗〉〉 ≥ p
8σ2`4ν
|||M −M∗|||2F. Furthermore, since F ∗ is orthonormal, |||∆|||op ≤ 116 and
∆>Fpi∗ is symmetric, we have
〈〈G(M), M −M∗〉〉 ≥ p
16σ2`4ν
|||∆|||2F,
On the other hand, using the expression (63) for the gradient and the assumptions in equation (29),
we find that
|||G(M)|||F = p
σ
· |||f
′(M/σ) ◦ (f(M/σ)− f(M∗/σ))
f(M/σ) ◦ (1− f(M/σ)) |||F ≤
p
√
L4ν
σ
· |||f(M/σ)− f(M∗/σ)|||F.
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Inequality (29) combined with the bound supz∈R |f(z)(1−f(z))| ≤ 1 ensures that f is
√
L4ν-Lipschitz
over the interval [−4ν, 4ν]. It follows that
|||G(M)|||F ≤ pL4ν
σ2
|||M −M∗|||F ≤ 3pL4ν
σ2
|||∆|||F, (65)
where the last step uses the upper bound |||∆|||op ≤ 1. Combining these bounds, we obtain the
following lower bound on the expectation:
T1 = 〈〈G(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 ≥ 〈〈G(M), M −M∗〉〉 − |||G(M)|||F|||∆|||2F
≥ p
16σ2`4ν
|||∆|||2F −
3pL4ν
σ2
|||∆|||op · |||∆|||2F
≥ p
32σ2`4ν
|||∆|||2F
where the last step uses the bound |||∆|||op ≤ 196`4νL4ν .
Controlling T2: We now turn to analysis of the deviation term T2. Using the symmetry of the
matrix ∇Ln(M)−G(M), we may rewrite it as
T2 = 2〈∇Ln(M)−G(M), ∆⊗ F 〉
We control this quantity via two auxiliary lemmas. For each B ∈ (0, 1), define the annular set
Γ(B) : = {∆ | B
2
< |||∆|||F ≤ B, ‖∆‖22,∞ ≤ 4νσ}, and the event
E(B) : =
{
sup
∆∈Γ(B)
|2〈∇Ln(F⊗F )−G(F⊗F ), ∆⊗ F 〉|
|||∆|||F >
1
4
αεn
}
.
Our first lemma controls the probability of this “bad event”:
Lemma 7. For any B ∈ (0, 1), we have P[E(B)] ≤ 2d−14.
Our next lemma gives controls over the small ball Γ0 around the origin. In particular, we define
the set
Γ0 : = {∆ | |||∆|||F ≤ 2−d2 , ‖∆‖22,∞ ≤ 4νσ}, and E0 : =
{
sup
∆∈Γ0
|2〈∇Ln(F⊗F )−G(F⊗F ), ∆⊗ F 〉|
|||∆|||F >
1
4
αεn
}
.
Lemma 8. We have P[E0] ≤ d−12.
See Appendices E.1 and E.2 for the proofs of these two auxiliary results.
Taking the lemmas as given, the union bound then guarantees that
P
[
sup
|||∆|||F≤1,‖∆‖22,∞≤4νσ
|2〈∇Ln(F⊗F )−G(F⊗F ), ∆⊗ F 〉|
|||∆|||F >
1
4
αεn
]
≤ P[E0] +
d2∑
i=0
P[E(2−i)]
≤ d2 · 2d−14 + d−12 = 3d−12,
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which implies that |T2| ≤ 14αεn|||∆|||F with probability at least 1− 3d−12, Conditioned on this event,
we can combine the bounds for T1 and T2 to conclude that
〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 ≥ T1 − |T2| ≥ 2α|||∆|||2F −
1
4
αεn|||∆|||F,
valid for all matrices ∆ such that |||∆|||F ≤ ρ = max{ 116 , 196`4νL4ν }, thereby establishing the local
descent condition (49) for Ln.
Local Lipschitz condition (51) and smoothness condition (52b): We begin by making note
of the bounds
‖F ′ − F ′′‖2,∞ ≤ 4
√
µr
d
, and |||F ′ − F ′′|||F ≤ 2,
valid for all matrices F ′, F ′′ ∈ F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗). Moreover, we have α ≤ L = β and εn ≤ 1. Using
these facts, it follows that the local Lipschitz and smoothness conditions (51) and (52b) for Ln are
implied a bound of the form
|||∇Ln(M)H|||F ≤ 1
8
(
β|||F − F ∗|||F + αεn|||H|||F
)
, (66)
valid for all matrices F ∈ F∩B2(ρ;F ∗), and F ∗ ∈ E(M∗), and matricesH such that ‖H‖2,∞ ≤ 4
√
µr
d .
Accordingly, the remainder of our effort is devoted to establishing the bound (66). We first condition
on the event in Lemma 5, which occurs with probability at least 1 − 2d−4. We then make note of
the decomposition
|||∇Ln(M)H|||F = 1
σ
|||ΠΩ[h(M/σ)]H|||F ≤ 2
σ
|||ΠΩ
[
h(M/σ)− h(M∗/σ)]H|||F︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
+
2
σ
|||ΠΩ[h(M∗/σ)]H|||F︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
,
and we bound each of these two terms separately.
Bounding term T1: We have
T1 =
2
σ
sup
G∈Rd×r:|||G|||F=1
|〈〈ΠΩ
[
H(M/σ)−H(M∗/σ)], G⊗H〉〉|
≤ 2
σ
|||ΠΩ
(
H(M/σ)−H(M∗/σ))|||F · sup
G∈Rd×r:|||G|||F=1
|||ΠΩ(G⊗H)|||F.
Recall that each component [H(·)]ij is almostly surely 4L4ν-Lipschitz over the interval [−4ν, 4ν],
and that ‖M/σ‖∞, ‖M∗/σ‖∞ ≤ 4ν. Combining these facts yields the bound
|||ΠΩ
(
H(M/σ)−H(M∗/σ))|||F ≤ 4L4ν
σ
|||ΠΩ
(
M −M∗)|||F
≤ 4L4ν
σ
(
2|||ΠΩ
(
F ∗ ⊗ (F − F ∗))|||F + |||ΠΩ((F − F ∗)⊗(F − F ∗))|||F)
≤ 72L4ν
√
2pµr
σ
|||∆|||F,
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where the last inequality follows from the inequality (57c) in Lemma 5 combined with the fact that
max
{‖F ∗‖2,∞, ‖F − F ∗‖2,∞} ≤ 4√µrd . Applying inequality (57c) a second time yields
sup
G∈Rd×r:|||G|||F=1
|||ΠΩ(G⊗H)|||F ≤ 6
√
2pµr sup
G∈Rd×r:|||G|||F=1
|||G|||F = 6
√
2pµr.
Putting together the pieces yields the upper bound
T1 ≤ 48L4νpµr
σ2
|||F − F ∗|||F ≤ β
8
|||F − F ∗|||F. (67a)
Bounding term T2: Turning to the term T2, we observe that conditioned on Y , the matrix H(M∗/σ)
is a deterministic quantity with entries bounded uniformly as |[H(M∗/σ)]oj | ≤ L4ν for all indices
i, j ∈ [d]. By applying Lemma 11 and integrating out the conditioning, we find that the second
term is bounded as
T2 ≤ 2
σ
|||ΠΩ[h(M∗/σ)]|||op ·
√
r|||H|||F ≤ 4
√
prdL4ν
σ
· |||H|||F ≤ 1
8
αεn|||H|||F, (67b)
where these bounds hold with probability at least 1− d−4.
Finally, combining our bounds for T1 and T2 in equations (67a) and (67b) yields the desired
bound (66).
Local smoothness condition (52a): We begin by conditioning on the event in Lemma 5, which
holds with probability at least 1− 2d−4. For each pair of matrices F ′, F ′′ in the set F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗)
and any matrix F ∗ ∈ E(M∗), we then have
|〈〈∇Ln(M)−∇Ln(M ′), F ′ ⊗ (F − F ∗)〉〉| = 1
σ
|〈ΠΩ
(
H(M/σ)− h(M ′/σ)), F ′ ⊗ (F − F ∗)〉|
≤ 1
σ
|||ΠΩ
(
H(M/σ)− h(M ′/σ))|||F|||ΠΩ(F ′ ⊗ (F − F ∗))|||F
≤ 4L4ν
σ2
|||ΠΩ
(
M −M ′)|||F|||ΠΩ(F ′ ⊗ (F − F ∗))|||F,
where the last inequality follows from the fact that the function H is element-wise 4L4ν-Lipschitz.
Recall equation (61) from Section 6.2, which ensures that
|||ΠΩ
(
M −M ′)|||F ≤ 14√2pµr|||F − F ′|||F.
Combined with inequality (57c) from Lemma 5, we find that |||ΠΩ(F ′⊗ (F −F ∗))|||F ≤ 6
√
2pµr|||F −
F ∗|||F, from which it follows that
|〈〈∇Ln(M)−∇Ln(M ′), F ′ ⊗ (F − F ∗)〉〉| ≤ 672L4ν
σ2
· pµr|||F − F ′|||F|||F − F ∗|||F
≤ 1
4
β|||F − F ′|||F|||F − F ∗|||F,
thereby establishing the local smoothness condition (52a).
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6.6 Proof of Corollary 6
We now prove our claims for the matrix decomposition problem. By dividing through |||F ∗|||op, we
may assume without loss of generality that |||F ∗|||op = 1. The set F and the values of ρ and d(F 0, F ∗)
are the same as used in the proof of matrix completion in Section 6.2, so we make use of the results
therein. In particular, we showed there that the set F is M∗-faithful.
Given the observation matrix Y = M∗ + S∗ + E, the gradient takes the form
∇Ln(M) = (M −M∗) + (S(M)− S∗)− E,
where S(M) : = ΠS(Y −M). Below we verify the local descent, Lipschitz and smoothness conditions.
local descent: Expanding ∇Ln(M), the quantity 〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 can be decom-
posed into the sum
|||M −M∗|||2F︸ ︷︷ ︸
T1
+ 〈〈M −M∗, ∆⊗∆〉〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
T2
+ 〈〈S(M)− S∗, M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
T3
+ 〈〈−E, M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉︸ ︷︷ ︸
T4
.
Note that M −M∗ = Fpi∗ ⊗∆ + ∆⊗ Fpi∗ + ∆⊗∆. By Lemma 1, the matrix ∆>Fpi∗ is symmetric,
so expanding the Frobenius norm shows that T1 ≥ 2|||∆|||2F. Since |||∆|||op ≤ 35 , we have
|T2| ≤ 2|||∆|||op|||∆|||2F + |||∆|||2op|||∆|||2F ≤
39
25
|||∆|||2F.
With ∆S : = S(M)− S∗ and ej being the j-th standard basis, we find that
|T3| = |2〈〈∆S , ∆⊗ F 〉〉| ≤2|||F>∆S |||F|||∆|||F
=2
√√√√ d∑
j=1
‖F>∆Sej‖22|||∆|||F ≤ 2
√√√√ d∑
j=1
‖F‖22,∞‖∆Sej‖21|||∆|||F,
where we use the symmetry of ∆S in the first equality. Inequality (55a) ensures that ‖F‖2,∞ ≤ 2
√
µr
d .
Moreover, for each S ∈ S, we have the inequalities ‖∆Sej‖1 ≤ 2
√
k‖∆Sej‖2, j ∈ [d] thanks to the
row-wise `1 constraints and the k-sparsity of the columns of S∗. It follows that
|T3| ≤4
√
µrk
d
√√√√ d∑
j=1
‖∆Sej‖22|||∆|||F = 4
√
µrk
d
|||∆S |||F|||∆|||F.
Under the assumption µrkd ≤ c1 of the corollary, we obtain |T3| ≤ 225 |||∆S |||F|||∆|||F. But S∗ ∈ S and
the projection ΠS is non-expansive, whence
|||∆S |||F = |||ΠS(Y −M)− S∗|||F ≤ |||(Y −M)− S∗|||F = |||M −M∗|||F ≤ 3|||∆|||F, (68)
and so we have shown that |T3| ≤ 625 |||∆|||2F. Finally, we have
|T4| ≤ |||E|||F|||M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆|||F ≤ 16
5
|||E|||F|||∆|||F.
Putting together the bounds for T1, T2 and T3 and T4, we conclude that
〈〈∇Ln(M), M −M∗ + ∆⊗∆〉〉 ≥ 1
5
|||∆|||2F −
16
5
|||E|||F|||∆|||F,
thereby proving the local descent condition (49) for Ln.
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Local Lipschitz condition: Using the inequality (68) above and the assumption |||E|||F ≤ 25 , we
have
|||∇Ln(M)F |||F = |||(M −M∗ + S(M)− S∗ − E)F |||F
≤ (|||M −M∗|||F + |||∆S |||F + |||E|||F)|||F |||op
≤ (6|||∆|||F + 1)|||F |||op
≤ 8,
where the last inequality follows from |||∆|||op ≤ |||∆|||F ≤ 35 . Therefore, Ln satisfies the local Lipschitz
condition in (51).
Local smoothness: Observe that
|〈〈∇Ln(M)−∇Ln(M ′), F ′ ⊗ (F − F ∗)〉〉| = |〈〈M −M ′ + S(M)− S(M ′), F ′ ⊗ (F − F ∗)〉〉|
≤ (|||M −M ′|||F + |||S(M)− S(M ′)|||F)|||F − F ∗|||F|||F ′|||op.
The non-expansiveness of the projection ΠS ensures that
|||S(M)− S(M ′)|||F = |||ΠS(Y −M)−ΠS(Y −M ′)|||F ≤ |||M −M ′|||F ≤ 16
5
|||F − F ′|||F, .
where we use F, F ′ ∈ B2(35 ;F ∗). It follows that
|〈〈∇Ln(M)−∇Ln(M ′), F ′ ⊗ (F − F ∗)〉〉| ≤ 12|||F − F ′|||F|||F − F ∗|||F,
proving the first smoothness condition (52a).
Similarly, combining inequality (68) with the bound |||E|||F ≤ 25 implies that
|〈〈∇Ln(M), (F − F ∗)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉| = |〈〈M −M∗ + S(M)− S∗ − E, (F − F ∗)⊗ (F ′ − F ′′)〉〉|
≤ (|||M −M∗|||F + |||S(M)− S∗|||F + |||E|||F)|||F − F ∗|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F
≤ 7|||F − F ∗|||F|||F ′ − F ′′|||F,
thereby verifying the second smoothness condition (52b).
7 Discussion
In this paper, we have laid out a general framework for analyzing the behavior of projected gradient
descent for solving low-rank optimization problems in the factorized space. We have illustrated the
consequences of our general theory for a number of concrete models, including matrix regression,
structured PCA, matrix completion, matrix decomposition and graph clustering.
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A Proof of Theorem 3
Recall that in Section 5.2 we proved Theorem 2 under the assumption that L˜n satisfies the relaxed
local Lipschitz condition (40) as well as the local descent condition (14) and smoothness condi-
tions (16). We establish Theorem 3 by showing that these conditions for L˜n are implied by the
corresponding conditions for Ln in Definitions 5–7 with the same parameters α, β, L, εn and ρ with
ρ < σr(F
∗).
Let F be an arbitrary matrix in F ∩ B2(ρ;F ∗) and F ∗ an arbitrary member in E(M∗). Since
ρ < σr(F
∗), Lemma 1 guarantees that Fpi∗ = arg minA∈E(M∗) |||A−F |||F is uniquely defined. We use
the shorthand G : = ∇MLn, G˜ : = ∇F L˜n, ∆pi∗ : = F − Fpi∗ and ∆ = F − F ∗.
Local descent condition: Observe that
〈〈G˜(F ), F − F ∗〉〉 =〈〈G(F⊗F ), ∆⊗ F + F ⊗∆〉〉
=〈〈G(F⊗F ), F⊗F − F ∗⊗F ∗〉〉+ 〈〈G(F⊗F ), ∆⊗∆〉〉
=〈〈G(F⊗F ), F⊗F − Fpi∗⊗Fpi∗〉〉+ 〈〈G(F⊗F ), ∆pi∗ ⊗∆pi∗〉〉
+ 〈〈G(F⊗F ), (Fpi∗ − F ∗)⊗∆〉〉+ 〈〈G(F⊗F ), ∆pi∗ ⊗ (Fpi∗ − F ∗)〉〉,
where the last step follows from F ∗⊗F ∗ = Fpi∗⊗Fpi∗ and ∆ = ∆pi∗ + Fpi∗ − F ∗. We then apply
the local descent condition (49) for Ln to the first two terms above, and the local smoothness
condition (52b) for Ln to the last two terms. Doing so yields
〈〈G˜(F ), F − F ∗〉〉 ≥2α|||∆pi∗ |||2F −
β
4
|||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||F
(|||∆|||F + |||∆pi∗ |||F)− α
2
εn|||∆pi∗ |||F − α
2
εn|||∆|||F
≥2α|||∆pi∗ |||2F −
β
2
|||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||F|||∆pi∗ |||F − β
2
|||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||2F − αεn|||∆pi∗ |||F −
α
2
εn|||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||F
≥2α|||∆pi∗ |||2F −
(1
2
α|||∆pi∗ |||2F +
β2
4α
|||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||2F
)
− β
2
|||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||2F
−
(1
2
α|||∆pi∗ |||2F +
1
2
αε2n
)
−
(1
2
αε2n +
α
4
|||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||2F
)
≥α|||∆pi∗ |||2F −
β2
α
|||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||F − αε2n,
where the last three steps follow from |||∆|||F ≤ |||∆pi∗ |||F + |||Fpi∗ − F ∗|||F, the AM-GM inequality and
the upper bound α ≤ β, respectively. This proves the local descent condition for L˜n in (14).
Relaxed local Lipschitz condition: Let F ′ be an arbitrary matrix in F . With G(F⊗F ) sym-
metric and Ln satisfying the relaxed Lipschitz condition in (50), we have
|〈〈G˜(F ), F − F ′〉〉| = |〈〈2G(F⊗F ), (F − F ′)⊗ F 〉〉| ≤ L(|||F ∗|||2op + |||F ∗|||F|||F − F ′|||F),
which proves the relaxed local Lipschitz condition for L˜n in (40).
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Local smoothness condition: Let F ′ be an arbitrary matrix in F ∩B2(ρ;F ∗). The smoothness
conditions (52a) and (52b) yields that
|〈〈G˜(F )− G˜(F ′), F − F ∗〉〉| = |2〈〈G(F⊗F )F −G(F ′⊗F ′)F ′, F − F ∗〉〉|
= |2〈〈G(F⊗F )F ′ −G(F ′⊗F ′)F ′, F − F ∗〉〉+ 2〈〈G(F⊗F )(F − F ′), F − F ∗〉〉|
≤ β|||F − F ′|||F|||F − F ∗|||F + αεn|||F − F ∗|||F,
which establishes the smoothness condition for L˜n in (16).
B Technical lemmas for Corollary 2
In this appendix, we prove the technical lemmas involved in the proof of Corollary 2 on the matrix
sensing model.
B.1 Proof of Lemma 3
By the bilinearity of the inner product, we may assume without loss of generality that |||A|||F = |||B|||F = 1.
Since the matrices A±B have rank at most 4r, the RIP with δ4r ensures that
(1− δ4r)|||A±B|||2F ≤
1
n
|||Xn(A±B)|||2F ≤ (1 + δ4r)|||A±B|||2F.
It follows that
1
n
〈〈Xn(A), Xn(B)〉〉 = 1
4n
(
|||Xn(A+B)|||2F − |||Xn(A−B)|||2F
)
≤1
4
(
(1 + δ4r)|||A+B|||2F − (1− δ4r)|||A−B|||2F
)
= 〈〈A, B〉〉+ 1
2
δ4r
(|||A|||2F + |||B|||2F)
= 〈〈A, B〉〉+ δ4r|||A|||F|||B|||F.
It follows from a similar argument that 1n〈〈Xn(A), Xn(B)〉〉 ≥ 〈〈A, B〉〉 − δ4r|||A|||F|||B|||F.
C Technical lemmas for Corollary 1
In this appendix, we prove the technical lemmas involved in the proof of Corollary 1 on the matrix
completion model.
C.1 Proof of Lemma 4
Define a subspace T ⊆ Rd×d of d-dimensional matrices as follows
T : =
{
X | X = (F ∗ ⊗ U) + (V ⊗ F ∗) for some U, V ∈ Rd×r
}
,
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and let ΠT be the Euclidean projection onto T . Since F ∗ is 4µ-incoherent, a known result in
exact matrix completion [18] guarantees that as long as p ≥ cµr log d
2d
for a suficiently large universal
constant c, then
|||(ΠT ΠΩΠT − pΠT )X|||F ≤ p|||X|||F, for all X ∈ T
with probability at least 1−2d−3. Noting that the matrices F ∗⊗H±G⊗F ∗ belong to the subspace
T , we can apply the above inequality to obtain
(1− )p|||F ∗ ⊗H ±G⊗ F ∗|||F ≤ |||ΠT ΠΩΠT
(
F ∗ ⊗H ±G⊗ F ∗)|||F ≤ (1 + )p|||F ∗ ⊗H ±G⊗ F ∗|||F.
The rest of the proof is similar to that of Lemma 3. In particular, by the bilinearity of the inner
product, we may assume |||F ∗ ⊗H|||F = |||G⊗ F ∗|||F = 1. Using the above inequalities, we find that
〈〈ΠΩ (F ∗ ⊗H), ΠΩ (G⊗ F ∗)〉〉 = 〈〈ΠΩΠT (F ∗ ⊗H), ΠΩΠT (G⊗ F ∗)〉〉
=
1
4
(|||ΠΩΠT (F ∗ ⊗H +G⊗ F ∗)|||2F − |||ΠΩΠT (F ∗ ⊗H −G⊗ F ∗)|||2F)
≤1
4
(|||F ∗ ⊗H +G⊗ F ∗|||F|||ΠT ΠΩΠT (F ∗ ⊗H +G⊗ F ∗)|||F − |||F ∗ ⊗H −G⊗ F ∗|||F|||ΠT ΠΩΠT (F ∗ ⊗H +G⊗ F ∗)|||F)
≤1
4
(
(1 + )p|||F ∗ ⊗H +G⊗ F ∗|||2F − (1− )p|||F ∗ ⊗H −G⊗ F ∗|||2F
)
=p〈〈F ∗ ⊗H, G⊗ F ∗〉〉+ p = p〈〈F ∗ ⊗H, G⊗ F ∗〉〉+ p|||F ∗ ⊗H|||F|||G⊗ F ∗|||F.
This proves the first inequality in the lemma. The second inequality can be proved in the same
fashion by noting that the matrices (F ∗ ⊗H)± (F ∗ ⊗G) also belong to the subspace T .
C.2 Proof of Lemma 5
We need the following result on random graphs [28], which involves some universal constants c1 and
c2.
Lemma 9. If p ≥ c1 log d2d , then with probability at least 1− 12d−4,∑
(i,j)∈Ω
UiVj ≤ (1 + )p‖U‖1‖V ‖1 + c2
√
pd‖U‖2‖V ‖2, ∀U, V ∈ Rd. (69)
From the bound (69) and the assumption p ≥ C
2
(µ2r2
d +
log d
d
)
, we find that with probability at
least 1− 12d−4,
p−1|||ΠΩ(H ⊗H)|||2F ≤ p−1
∑
(i,j)∈Ω
‖Hi·‖22‖Hj·‖22 ≤ (1 + )
(∑
i
‖Hi·‖22
)2
+ C2
√
d
p
∑
i
‖Hi·‖42
= (1 + )|||H|||4F + C2
√
d
p
|||H|||2F‖H‖22,∞
≤ (1 + )|||H|||4F + |||H|||2F,
where the last step follows from the bound ‖H‖2,∞ ≤ 6
√
µr
d . We have thus established the first
inequality (57a) in the lemma statement.
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Let Ωi : = {j | (i, j) ∈ Ω}. When p ≥ C log dd for C sufficiently large, the event maxi |Ωi| ≤ 2pd
holds with probability at least 1− d−4. On this event, we have
p−1|||ΠΩ(Z)H|||2F = p−1
d∑
i=1
r∑
k=1
( ∑
j∈Ωi
(ΠΩ(Z
>)ei)j ·Hjk
)2
≤ p−1
d∑
i=1
r∑
k=1
‖ΠΩ(Z>)ei‖22
∑
j∈Ωi
H2jk
= p−1
d∑
i=1
‖ΠΩ(Z>)ei‖22
∑
j∈Ωi
‖Hj·‖22
≤ p−1
d∑
i=1
‖ΠΩ(Z>)ei‖22 ·
(
max
i
|Ωi|
)‖H‖22,∞ ≤ |||ΠΩ(Z)|||2F · 2d‖H‖22,∞.
But ‖H‖2,∞ ≤ 6
√
µr
d by assumption, so the second inequality (57b) in the lemma follows.
To establish the third inequality (57c) in the lemma, observe that conditioned on the event
{maxi |Ωi| ≤ 2pd}, we have
p−1|||ΠΩ(H ⊗G)|||2F = p−1
d∑
j=1
‖ΠΩ(H ⊗G)ej‖22 ≤ p−1
d∑
j=1
‖Gj·‖22
∑
{i | (i,j)∈Ω}
‖Hi·‖22
≤ p−1
d∑
j=1
‖Gj·‖22
(
max
i
|Ωi|
)‖H‖22,∞
≤ p−1
d∑
i=1
‖Gj·‖22 · 2pd · 36
µr
d
= 72µr|||G|||2F.
D Proof of Lemma 6
By rescaling, it suffices to consider matrices U and V with |||U |||F = |||V |||F = 1 and U, V ∈ B2,1(
√
k).
We need the following geometric result, which is a simple generalization of Lemma 11 in the pa-
per [46]. For completeness, we provide the proof in Section D.1 to follow.
Lemma 10. For each integer 1 ≤ k ≤ d, we have
B2,1(
√
k) ∩ BF (1) ⊆ 3 cl
{
conv{B2,0(k) ∩ BF (1)}
}
. (70)
Based on this this lemma and continuity, it suffices to prove the bound (62) for pairs of matrices
U, V ∈ conv{B2,0(k) ∩ BF (3)}. Any such pair can be written as a weighted combination of the form
U =
∑
i αiUi and V =
∑
j βjVj , with weights αi, βj ≥ 0 such that
∑
i αi =
∑
j βj = 1, and
constituent matrices Ui, Vj ∈ B2,0(k) ∩ BF (3) for each i, j. With this notation, observe that
|〈〈W, U ⊗ V 〉〉| ≤
∑
i,j
αiβj |〈〈W, Ui ⊗ Vj〉〉| ≤
(∑
i,j
αiβj
)
max
i,j
|〈〈W, Ui ⊗ Vj〉〉| = max
i,j
|〈〈W, Ui ⊗ Vj〉〉|.
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If we use (Ui)·` and (Vj)·` to denote the `-th column of Ui and Vj , respectively, then
|〈〈W, Ui ⊗ Vj〉〉| ≤
r∑
`=1
|〈〈W, (Ui)·` ⊗ (Vj)·`〉〉| ≤
(
sup
x,y∈B0(k)
|x>Wy|
‖x‖2‖y‖2
) r∑
`=1
‖(Ui)·`‖2‖(Vj)·`‖2
(i)
≤ 9
(
sup
x,z∈B0(k)
|x>Wy|
‖x‖2‖y‖2
)
= 9
(
sup
x,y∈B0(k)∩B2(1)
|x>Wy|
)
,
where step (i) follows from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, and |||Ui|||F = |||Vj |||F ≤ 3. It suffices to
bound the supremum in the last RHS by 18t, where
t : = c′ (γ + 1) max
{√k log d
n
,
k log d
n
}
(71)
for a universal constant c′ to be specified later.
To proceed, we make use of a standard concentration result. Recall that X ∈ Rn×d is the matrix
of independent samples from a d-dimensional Gaussian distribution with zero mean and covariance
Σ = γ(F ∗⊗F ∗) + Id. By Lemma 15 in Loh and Wainwright [46], there is a universal constant c > 0
such that
P
[
sup
z∈B0(2k)∩B2(1)
|‖Xz‖22/n− z>Σz| ≥ t
]
≤ 2 exp
(
− cnmin{ t2
(γ + 1)2
,
t
γ + 1
}
+ 2k log d
)
.
Applying this inequality with z = 16(x ± y) and our previously specified (71) of t with c′ = 8c , we
find that with probability 1− 2d−4, we have
1
36
| 1
n
‖X(x+ y)‖22 − (x+ y)>Σ(x+ y)| ≤ t and
1
36
| 1
n
‖X(x− y)‖22 − (x− y)>Σ(x− y)| ≤ t
for all x, y ∈ B0(k) ∩ B2(1). On this event, we have
4
n
x>X>Xy =
1
n
‖X(x+ y)‖22 −
1
n
‖X(x− y)‖22
≤ (x+ y)>Σ(x+ y)− (x− y)>Σ(x− y) + 72t
= 4x>Σy + 72t
and similarly 4nx
>X>Xy ≥ 4xΣy − 72t, whence |x>Wy| = | 1nx>X>Xy − x>Σy| ≤ 18t.
D.1 Proof of Lemma 10
Let A,B ⊆ Rd×r be closed convex sets, with support function given by φA(U) = supF∈A〈〈F, U〉〉
and φB similarly defined. It is well-known that φA(U) ≤ φB(U) for all U ∈ Rd×r if and only
if A ⊆ B. Accordingly, let us verify the first condition for the sets A = B2,1(
√
k) ∩ BF (1) and
B = 3cl
{
conv{B2,0(k) ∩ BF (1)}
}
.
For any U ∈ Rd×r, let S ⊆ {1, 2, . . . , d} be the subset that indexes the top bkc rows of U in `2
norm. Then ‖USc‖2,∞ ≤ ‖Uj·‖2 for all j ∈ S, whence
‖USc‖2,∞ ≤ 1bkc‖US‖2,1 ≤
1√bkc |||US |||F. (72)
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Therefore, we obtain
φA(U) = sup
F∈A
〈〈FS , US〉〉+ 〈〈FSc , USc〉〉 ≤ sup
|||FS |||F≤1
〈〈FS , US〉〉+ sup
‖FSc‖2,1≤
√
k
〈〈FSc , USc〉〉
≤ |||US |||F +
√
k‖USc‖2,∞
(i)
≤
(
1 +
√
k
bkc
)
|||US |||F ≤ 3|||US |||F,
where inequality (i) follows from the earlier bound (72). The claim then follows from the observation
that φB(U) = sup
F∈B
〈〈F, U〉〉 = 3 max
|T |=bkc
sup|||FT |||F≤1〈〈FT , UT 〉〉 = 3|||US |||F.
E Technical lemmas for Corollary 5
In this appendix, we provide the proofs of the technical lemmas required for Corollary 5 on one-bit
matrix completion.
E.1 Proof of Lemma 7
In order to prove the lemma, we need to establish an upper tail bound on the random variable
Z : = sup
∆∈Γ(B)
〈〈∇Ln(F⊗F )−G(F⊗F ), ∆⊗ F 〉〉
|||∆|||F .
Define the indicator variable Qij : = I{(i, j) ∈ Ω} for each (i, j). Using the expression (63) for
∇Ln(·) and the definition of Γ(B), we observe that
Z ≤ 2
Bσ
sup
∆∈Γ(B)
∑
i,j
[Qijhij(Mij/σ)− EQ,YQijhij(Mij/σ)] · (∆⊗ θ)ij . (73)
By the usual symmetrization argument [45], the expectation EQ,Y [Z] is at most a factor of two
times the Rademacher-symmetrized version. This is the supremum of a sub-Gaussian process in
terms of Rademacher variables, and so is majorized by the expected supremum of the corresponding
Gaussian process [45] up to a universal constant c. In conjunction, these two steps yield the bound
EQ,Y Z ≤ cEQ,Y Eg sup
∆∈Γ(B)
{Z(∆)} : =cEQ,Y Eg sup
∆∈Γ(B)
 4Bσ∑
i,j
gijQijhij(Mij/σ) · (∆⊗ θ)ij
 ,
where {gij} are independent standard Gaussian variables.
Our next step is to bound Eg sup∆∈Γ(B) Z(∆) using the Sudakov-Fernique comparison inequality.
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For any ∆,∆′ ∈ Γ(B) and F ′ : = F ∗ + ∆′, M ′ : = F ′⊗F ′, we have
γ(∆,∆′) : = Eg(Z(∆)− Z(∆′))2
=
16
(Bσ)2
Eg
∑
i,j
gijQij
(
hij(Mij/σ) · (∆⊗ F )ij − hij(M ′ij/σ) · (∆′ ⊗ F ′)ij
)2
=
16
(Bσ)2
∑
i,j
Q2ij
{
hij(Mij/σ) · (∆⊗ F )ij − hij(M ′ij/σ) · (∆′ ⊗ F ′)ij
}2
≤ 32
(Bσ)2
∑
i,j
Q2ij
{
hij(Θij/σ)
2 · (∆⊗ F −∆′ ⊗ F ′)2ij +
(
hij(Θij/σ)− hij(M ′ij/σ)
)2 · (∆′ ⊗ F ′)2ij} .
Recall that for each (i, j) and over the interval [−4ν, 4ν], the function hij(·) is surely bounded by
4L4ν and 4L4ν-Lipschitz. Moreover, the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality implies that
|Θij | = |(F⊗F )ij | ≤ ‖F i·‖2‖F j·‖2 ≤ 2
√
µr
d
· 2
√
µr
d
= 4σν.
Note that the same bound holds for |M ′ij |, |(∆⊗ F )ij | and |(∆′ ⊗ F ′)ij |. It follows that
γ(∆,∆′) ≤ C2 L
2
4ν
(Bσ)2
∑
i,j
Q2ij
{
(∆⊗ F −∆′ ⊗ F ′)2ij + (Mij/σ −M ′ij/σ)2 · 4σ2ν2
}
= C2
L24ν
(Bσ)2
∑
i,j
Q2ij
{
(∆⊗ F −∆′ ⊗ F ′)2ij +
(
2∆⊗ Fij + ∆⊗∆ij − 2∆′ ⊗ F ′ij −∆′ ⊗∆′ij
)2
4ν2
}
≤ C2(1 + ν)2 L
2
4ν
(Bσ)2
∑
i,j
Q2ij
{
(∆⊗ F −∆′ ⊗ F ′)2ij + (∆⊗∆−∆′ ⊗∆′)2ij
}
.
We compare Z(∆) with an alternative stochastic process given by
Z¯(∆) : = C(1 + ν)
L4ν
Bσ
∑
i,j
[
gijQij(∆⊗∆)ij + g′ijQij(∆⊗ F )ij
]
,
where {gij , g′ij} are independent standard Gaussian variables. Both Z(∆) and Z¯(∆) are surely
continuous in ∆. Observe that by independence, we have
γ¯(∆,∆′) : = Eg,g′(Z¯(∆)− Z¯(∆′))2
= C2(1 + ν)2
L24ν
(Bσ)2
∑
i,j
Q2ij
{
(∆⊗∆−∆′⊗∆′)2ij + (∆⊗ F −∆′ ⊗ F ′)2ij
}
,
so we have γ(∆,∆′) ≤ γ¯(∆,∆′), ∀∆,∆′ ∈ Γ(B). By the Sudakov-Fernique comparison [45], we find
that
EQ,Y Eg sup
∆∈Γ(B)
Z(∆) ≤ EQ,Y Eg,g′ sup
∆∈Γ(B)
Z¯(∆)
= C(1 + ν)
L4ν
Bσ
· EQ,g,g′ sup
∆∈Γ(B)
∑
i,j
[
gijQij(∆⊗∆)ij + g′ijQij(∆⊗ F )ij
]
≤ C(1 + ν)L4ν
Bσ
(
sup
∆∈Γ(B)
|||∆⊗∆|||nuc + sup
∆∈Γ(B)
|||∆⊗ F |||nuc
)
EQ,g|||g ◦Q|||op,
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where the last inequality follows from the generalized Holder’s inequality and that g and g′ are
identically distributed. To proceed, we use Lemma 11 to get that EQ,g|||g ◦Q|||op ≤ c(
√
pd+ log d) ≤
2c
√
pd, where the last inequality follows from the assumption p ≥ log2 dd . Moreover, for each ∆ ∈
Γ(B), the matrices ∆⊗∆ and ∆⊗ F have rank at most r, so
max{|||∆⊗∆|||nuc, |||∆⊗ F |||nuc} ≤
√
r · |||∆|||F max{|||∆|||op, |||F |||op} ≤ 2
√
rB.
Putting together the pieces yields
EQ,Y Z ≤ EQ,Y Eg sup
∆∈Γ(B)
Z(∆) ≤ 4C
′
σ
L4ν(1 + ν)
√
pdr ≤ 1
8
αεn.
In order establish concentration of Z around EQ,Y Z, we use a standard functional Hoeffding
inequality [44]. In particular, letting {Xi}ni=1 be independent random variables such that Xi takes
values in Xi, consider a random variable of the form Y : = sup
g∈G
∑n
i=1 g(Xi) where for each g ∈ G, we
have supx∈Xi |g(x)| ≤ bi. Then we are guaranteed that
P [Y ≥ E[Y ] + τ ] ≤ e−τ2/16D2 for all τ ≥ 0, and D2 : = ∑ni=1 b2i . (74)
Setting τ = 18αεn, we have
sup
∆∈Γ(B)
∑
i,j
4[∇Ln(M)−G(M)]2ij(∆⊗ F )2ij
|||∆|||2F
≤ C L
2
4ν
B2σ2
sup
∆∈Γ(B)
|||∆⊗ F |||2F
≤ C L
2
4ν
σ2B2
· sup
∆∈Γ(B)
|||∆|||2F|||F |||2op ≤
α2ε2n
128× 14 log d → D
2.
Consequently, applying the bound (74) with these choices of (τ,D2), 5 we obtain P[Z ≥ EQ,Y [Z] +
1
8αεn] ≤ d−14. Combining with the the expectation bound EQ,Y Z ≤ 18αεn, we find that
P
[
Z = sup
∆∈Γ(B)
〈〈∇Ln(F⊗F )−G(F⊗F ), ∆〉〉/|||∆|||F ≥ 1
4
αεn
]
≤ d−14.
Following the same lines of argument we obtain a similar bound on the lower tail:
P
[
inf
∆∈Γ(B)
〈〈∇Ln(F⊗F )−G(F⊗F ), ∆〉〉/|||∆|||F ≤ −1
4
αεn
]
≤ d−14.
The proof the lemma is completed by applying the union bound.
5In particular, we apply it with the following setup: Xij = (ei⊗ej , Qij , Yij) and Xij = {ei⊗ej}×{0, 1}×{−1, 1},
where ei is the i-th standard basis vector in Rd; F = {ζ∆ : ∆ ∈ Γ(B)} with
ζ∆(Xij) =
2
σ|||∆|||F 〈〈
f ′(M/σ) (Yij(ei ⊗ ej)− 2f(M/σ) + 1)
f(M/σ) (1− f(M/σ)) − p
f ′(M/σ) (2f(M∗/σ)− 2f(M/σ))
f(M/σ) (1− f(M/σ)) , Qij(ei ⊗ ej) ◦ (∆⊗ F )〉〉.
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E.2 Proof of Lemma 8
Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the expression (63) for the gradient ∇Ln, we have
sup
∆∈Γ0
|〈〈∇Ln(F⊗F )−G(F⊗F ), ∆⊗ F 〉〉|
|||∆|||F ≤
1
σ
sup
∆∈Γ0
||| [ΠΩh(M/σ)− EΠΩh(M/σ)]F |||F ≤
3∑
j=1
T3
where T1 : = 2σ sup∆∈Γ0 ||| [ΠΩh(M/σ)−ΠΩh(M∗/σ)]F |||F, and
T2 : =
2
σ
sup
∆∈Γ0
||| [ΠΩh(M∗/σ)]F |||F, and T3 : = 2
σ
sup
∆∈Γ0
|||[EΠΩh(M/σ)]F |||F.
To prove the lemma, it suffices to show that with probability at least 1− d−12, each of {T1, T2, T3}
is bounded from above by 112αεn. For T1, we have
T1 ≤ 2
σ
sup
∆∈Γ0
d‖H(M/σ)−H(M∗/σ)‖∞ · |||F |||op
(i)
≤ 16d
σ
· L4ν · sup
∆∈Γ0
‖M/σ −M∗/σ‖∞
≤ 16d2
−d2L4ν
σ2
(ii)
≤
√
r log2 dL4ν
σ
ν ≤ 1
12
αεn,
where the step (i) follows from the fact that h is element-wise 4L4ν-Lipschitz over [−4ν, 4ν] and
that |||F |||op ≤ 2 for ∆ ∈ Γ0, and in step (ii) from the definition ν : = µrdσ . Since |||F |||F ≤ 2
√
r for
∆ ∈ Γ0, we have
T2 ≤ 2
σ
|||ΠΩh(M∗/σ)|||op sup
∆∈Γ0
|||F |||F ≤ 4
√
r
σ
|||ΠΩh(M∗/σ)|||op
Note that for each index pair (i, j), EY hij(M∗ij/σ) = 0, and that |hij(M∗ij/σ)| ≤ 4L4ν since
‖M∗/σ‖∞ ≤ 4ν. Therefore, the matrix 14L4ν ΠΩh(M∗/σ) is a censored sub-Gaussian random matrix
satisfying the assumptions in Lemma 11, by which we obtain |||ΠΩh(M∗/σ)|||op ≤ CL4ν
√
pd with
probability at least 1− d−12. It follows that with the same probability, the second term is bounded
as T2 ≤ 4CL4ν
√
pdr
σ ≤ 112αεn. Finally, the third term T3 can be bounded as
T3 ≤ 2
σ
sup
∆∈Γ0
|||[EΠΩh(M/σ)]|||F|||F |||op = 2
σ
sup
∆∈Γ0
|||p · 2f
′(M/σ)(f(M∗/σ)− f(M/σ))
f(M/σ)(1− f(M/σ)) |||F|||F |||op.
Note that |||F |||op ≤ 2 for ∆ ∈ Γ0. Moreover, because f satisfies (29), we know that | f
′(x)
f(x)(1−f(x)) | ≤√
L4ν and |f(x)− f(x′)| ≤
√
L4ν |x− x′| for all x, x′ ∈ [−4ν, 4ν]. It follows that
T3 ≤ 8pL4ν
σ2
sup
∆∈Γ0
|||M∗ −M |||F ≤ 8pL4ν
σ2
· 3
2d2
(i)
≤ 24
√
pdrL4νν
σ
≤ 1
12
αεn,
where the step (i) follows from the definition ν : = µrdσ . This completes the proof of the lemma.
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F Proof of inequality (32)
Recalling that the matrix F ∗ is orthonormal and µ-incoherent, we have ‖F ∗⊗F ∗‖∞ ≤ µrd , and
hence ‖Y − F ∗⊗F ∗‖∞ ≤ 2µrd . On the other hand, we claim that each row and column of the
matrix Y − F ∗⊗F ∗ has at most k non-zero elements. To see this, let Φ∗ be the set of the non-zero
element of S∗. If (i, j) 6∈ Φ∗, then |Yij | = |(F ∗⊗F ∗)ij | ≤ µrd , so Yij = Yij = (F ∗⊗F ∗)ij and thus
(Y −F ∗⊗F ∗)ij = 0. Therefore, we find that Y −F ∗⊗F ∗ is supported on the elements in Φ∗, hence
the claim. With the above two facts, we apply Proposition 3 in the paper [20] to obtain that
|||Y − F ∗⊗F ∗|||op ≤ k‖Y − F ∗⊗F ∗‖∞ ≤ 2µrk
d
.
On the other hand, the gap between the r-th and (r + 1)-th singular values of the matrix F ∗⊗F ∗
is 1. Letting U be the matrix of the top-r singular vectors of Y and using Θ[·, ·] to denote the
principal angles between two subspaces, we find that
min
F ∗∈E(M∗)
|||U − F ∗|||op ≤
√
2||| sin Θ[col(U), col(F ∗)]|||op ≤ 2|||Y − F ∗⊗F ∗|||op ≤ 4µrk
d
,
where the first step follows from Proposition 2.2 in the paper [59] and the second step follows from
Wedin’s sin Θ theorem [30]. It follows that
d(F 0, F ∗) ≤ d(U,F ∗) ≤ √r min
F ∗∈E(M∗)
|||U − F ∗|||op ≤ 4µr
√
rk
d
,
where the first step holds because F 0 = ΠF (U) and projection onto the convex set F is non-
expansive, which completes the proof of the claim.
G Spectral norms of censored sub-Gaussian random matrices
In this appendix, we state and prove a useful bound on the spectral norm sub-Gaussian random
matrices with censored entries.
Lemma 11. Suppose X ∈ Rd×d is a symmetric random matrix with Xij = gijQij, where {gij | i ≥
j} are independent zero-mean sub-Gaussian random variables with parameter 1, {Qij | i ≥ j} are
independent Bernoulli variables with parameter p, and they are mutually independent. Then there
exists a universal constant c > 0 such that
E
[|||X|||op] ≤ c(√pd+ log d), and (75a)
P
[
|||X|||op ≥ c
(√
pd+ log d
)] ≤ d−12. (75b)
Let us now prove this lemma. By a standard symmetrization argument, we can assume without
loss of generality that each gij is a symmetric random variable. To proceed, we need the following
result from Bandeira and van Handel [5]:
Proposition 1 (Corollaries 3.6 and 3.12 in [5]). Let X˜ be the d × d symmetric random ma-
trix whose entries X˜ij are independent symmetric random variables bounded by σ˜∗, and define
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σ˜ : = maxi
√∑
j E[X˜2ij ]. Then there exist universal constants c˜1 and c˜2 such that
E|||X˜|||op ≤ 3σ˜ + c˜1σ˜∗
√
log d, and (76a)
P
[|||X˜|||op ≥ 3σ˜ + t] ≤ d · exp(− t2
c˜2σ˜2∗
)
for each t ≥ 0. (76b)
To apply the proposition with unbounded entries in X, we use a standard truncation argument.
For some constant b to be specified later, let X˜ be the matrix with X˜ij = Xij1|Xij |≤b
√
log d. Observe
that X˜ satisfies the assumption in Proposition 1 with σ˜∗ ≤ b
√
log d and σ˜ ≤ √pd. Applying
Proposition 1 with t =
√
12c˜2b2 log d, we obtain the bounds
E|||X˜|||op ≤ 3
√
pd+ c˜1b log d, and (77a)
P
[|||X˜|||op ≥ 3√pd+√12c˜2b2 log d] ≤ d exp(− t2
c˜2σ˜2∗
)
≤ d−13, (77b)
where the last inequality follows from t ≥ σ˜∗
√
12c˜ log d. On the other hand, by choosing the constant
b sufficiently large and using a standard bound on the maximum of sub-Gaussian variables, we know
that
P
[
X˜ 6= X] ≤ P[max
i,j
|gij | > b
√
log d
]
≤ d−13.
Combining with the tail bound (77b) yields
P
[
|||X|||op ≥ 3
√
pd+
√
12c˜b2 log d
]
≤ P
[
X 6= X˜
]
+ P
[
|||X˜|||op ≥ 3
√
pd+
√
12c˜b2 log d
]
≤ d−12,
which proves the second inequality in Lemma 11.
Turning to the first inequality in the lemma, we let X˘ be the matrix with X˘ij = Xij − X˜ij =
Xij1|Xij |>b
√
log d, and observe that by definition, P(0 < maxi,j |X˘ij | ≤ b
√
log d) = 0. Moreover, by
choosing the constant b sufficiently large and using a standard concentration inequality for convex
Lipschitz functions [44], we find that for each t ≥ 0,
P
[
max
i,j
|X˘ij | > b
√
log d+ t
]
≤ P
[
max
i,j
|gij | ≥ Emax
i,j
|gij |+ t+ 4
√
log d
]
≤ 2e−(t+4
√
log d)2/5 ≤ 2
d2
e−t
2/5.
Integrating these tail bounds gives E
[
maxi,j |X˘ij |
] ≤ c˘√log d
d2
Combining with equation (77a) yields
the upper bound
E|||X|||op ≤ E|||X˜|||op + E|||X˘|||op ≤ E|||X˜|||op + dEmax
i,j
|X˘ij | ≤ 3
√
pd+ c˜1b log d+
c˘
√
log d
d
,
which completes the proof of Lemma 11.
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